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UNITED STATES OP ANERICA
PEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY CONNISSXON

Consolidated

Water Power Company

Project

No. 1953-003

Wisconsin~

ORDER ISSUING NSW LICENSE

(Najor Project)

OCT 24 1891
Water Power Company

filed a new license
application under Part I of the yederal Power Act (Act) to
operate and maintain the constructed 7.2-megawatt DuBay project
located on the Wisconsin River, in Harathon, Portage, and Wood
Counties, Wisconsin. The wisconsin River is a navigable waterway
of the United States. 1/
Notice of the application has been published.
The comments
filed by agencies and individuals have been fully considered in
determining whether to issue this license. The Wisconsin
Department of Natural Resources (WDNR), and the DuBay Properxy
to he a party
Owners Association, Inc. were granted intervention
Consolidated

to this proceeding.
Comnrehensive

Develonment

Sections 4(e) and 10(a)(1) of the Act, 16 U.S.C. 5797(e) and
%803(a)(1), respectively, require the Commission to give equal
consideration to all uses of the waterway on which a project is
located. when the commission reviews a proposed project, the
recreational, fish and wildlife, and other nondevelopmental
values of the involved waterway are considered equally with power
values. In determining whether, and
and other developmental
under what conditions, a hydropower license should be issued, the
Commission must weigh t se various economic and environmental
tradeoffs involved in the decision.
action alternative to the proposed project has
No reasonable
been identified for assessment (see section C.4, page 4). Based
on our independent review and evaluation of the proposed project
and the no-action alternative, we have selected the proposed
Project, with our additional required enhancement measures, as
the preferred option. We recommend this option because the net
benefits of the project outweigh the consequences associated with
taking no action.
The proposed project would provide a number of benefits.
An
estimated 43.6 Gwh of relatively low-cost electricity, currently
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worth about $ 1,600,000

2/,

would be generated

annually

from a

clean, domestic, reliable, and renewable energy resource for use
by Consolidated Water's customers W. Establishing prescribed
reservoir elevations would have positive, long-term impacts on
water quality, wildlife and fisheries habitat, aesthetics,
recreational values, and would be consistent with fisheries
management goals established for the reservoir.
Honitoring
northern pike in the DuBay Flowage would assure that maintenance
of spring time reservoir elevations has the de-ired effect or may
uncover the need for further enhancement measures.
DO monitoring
and installation of a skimm r weir if DO concentrations
fall
below the state standard of 5.0 mg/1 would protect and enhance
the water quality of the Wisconsin River downstream from the
project. Implementation of the erosion control plan would help
maintain water quality in the DuBay Flowage and protect aesthetic
and cultural resources at the project.
Tbe Cooperative Wildlife
Management Agreement between Consolidated Water and WDNR and
implementation
of wildlife and wetland management practices on
project lands would serve to enhance and protect wildlife and
waterfowl habitat.
Implementation
of the hald eagle management
plan would help protect this federally listed threatened species
and could contribute towards its recovery.
Implementation of a
Programmatic hgreement among the staff, the Wisconsin SHPO, and
the Council would protect properties listed on or eligible for
listing on the National Register of Historic Places. Finally,
the implementation of the re reational plan for the project would
provide for the recreational needs of the project area.
The project's costs would be: a. to operate and maintain
the entire hydropower complext b. to implement erosion control
measures; c. to install staff gages to allow public monitoring of
reservoir elevations4 d. to monitor northern pike populations; e.
to monitor DO concentrations and to install and operate a skimmer
vair ($13,500 for the skimmer weir and about 93:890 annually for
its operation and water quality monitoring}r f. to implement
wildlife and wetland management practices; g. to implement a bald
eagle management plan: h. to implement a cultural resources
protection plan; and i. various minor, short-and long-term
3/ 43.6

at 36 mills/kWh.
The electricity potentially generated by the proposed project
is equivalent to the energy that would be produced by burning
73,534 barrels of oil or 18,197 tons of coal annually in a steamelectric power plant. Coal-fired, steam-electric powe plants,
generating the amount of energy equivalent to that which would be
generated by the proposed project, would produce about 9.81 tons
of sulfur dioxide and 50,881 tons of carbon dioxide annually.
Sulfur dioxide is considered to be a prime contributor to acid
rain and carbon d'.oxide is considered to be a prime contributor
GWh

~3

to global

warming.
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iupacts (after enhanceuent) to soils, water
vegetation, wildlife, and aesthetic conditic.is.
We analysed the econoaic feasibility
of the estiaated costs
associated with Consolidated Waters'nd our required enhanceuent
ueasures for the overall project (see section C.2, page 3).
Consolidated Water states the annual value of energy froa the
existing project to be 36 uiils per kWh and the current annual
costs to be 27.6 uills per kWh. At an average annual generation
of about 63.6 Gwh, the project would have a net econouic benefit
of about 8.6 allis per kwh or about $371,960 annually less
expensive than power frou regional fossil-tuel generating plants.
We have also deteruined
tha'ur requireuest to stabilise or
gradually increase water surface elevations, during the period of
April 10 to Nay 10 in order to iuprove pike spawning and
recruituent, would not significantly affect the project's power
generation.
adverse environaental

quality,

The above econoaiic analysis results do not include the costs
associated however, with our requireuents to: (1) ucnitor
northern pike populations; (2) require reservation of authority
for fish passage facilities and future f'sh and wildlife enhanceuent ueasures; and (3) provide cultural resources protection
aeasures.

Water level fluctuations nay have a direct and adverse
iapact on the spawning success and recruituent of northern pike
in the project area. Consolidated Water should uonitor the
effectiveness of protective ueasures, including the evaluation
stable pool elevations on northern pike spawning,
recruituent, population structure, and habitat. The cost of th.'s
ueasure is expected to be negligible in relation to the hydropower generation by the project and the beneficial effect on the
oi'aintaining

fisheries.

Overall we believe that the co~ts incurred by the licensee
for our required enhanceuent ueasures are justified based on the
benefits that accrue to the environeental resources.
Section 10(a)(2) of the Act requires the Couuission to
consider the extent to which a project is consistent with federal
or state corprehensive plans for iuproving, developing, or
conserving a waterway or waterways affected by the project.
Under section 10(a)(2) ~ federal and state agencies filed 38
couprehensive plans that adi%ress various resources in Wisconsin.
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Of

these, the staff identified

~.

and revieve& 6 plans

relevant to

conflicts vere found.
Based upon a reviev of the agency and public comments filed
in this proceeding, and on the staff's independent analysis, the
plan for the
UuBay Project is best adapted to a comprehensive
Wisconsin River.
of Pede=al and State Pish and Wildlife Accencies
Recommendations
this project

No

Section 10(j) of the Act reguires the Commission to include
license conditions, based on recommendations of federal and state
fish and wildlife agencies, for the protection, mitigat)on, and
enhancement of fish and wildlife.
In the EA for the Duhay
Hydroelectric project attached to and made part of this license,
the staff addresses the concerns of the federal and state fish
and vildlife agencies, and the license includes conditions
consistent with the recommendations of the agencies.
BCPA

Pindinas

Section 15(at(2)(A)c The clans and abilities of the anolicant to
comnlv vith the articles. tenas and conditions of anv license
issued to it and other annlicable orovisions of Part I of the Act.
To judge Consolidated Water's ability to comply vith the
articles, terms, and conditions of any license issued and vith
other applicable provisions of this part of the Act, ve reviewed
Consolidated Water's license application and its rec:ord of
compliance vith the existing license.
According to our records, Consolidated Water's compliance
with the tenis and conditions of its existing license has been
unsatisfactory with compliance occurring only after extensive
prodding by the Commission staff. Therefore, we have included
the discussions in Section 15(a)(3)(A) and 15(a) (3) (B)
Section 15fa3 f2) CB)c The nlans of the anolicant to manacce.
onerate and maintain the oro1act safelv
Consolidated Water developed an emergency action plan
providing a notification procedure in the event of the failure of
a dam structure or earthen dike. The emergency action plan
includes monitoring flows and headvater elevations.

.

Wisconsin Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation plan,
1986-1991., September 1985; Wisconsin Water Quality: Report
to Congress, 1986: A Wonpoint Source Control Plan for the
Upper Big Eau pleine River Priority Watershed
and North American Waterfowl Management Plan,

project, 1987:
1986.
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Consolidated Water proposes no change in project operation
adversely affect the project's safety. Based on
information from Consolidated Water, on how the pn:ject affects
public safety, and on project records, we find Convolidated
Water's plena are adequate.

that

would

Section 15ta)(2)(Clc The ulans and abilities of the anolicant to
onerate and maintain the nro4ect in a manner most likelv to
urovide efficient and reliable electric service
we reviewed Consolidated Water's plans and its ability to
operate and maintain the project in a manner most likely to
provide efficient and reliable electric service. Consolidated
Water is operating the project efficiently and reliably.

Consolidated Water evaluated several alternatives for
These alternatives included
expanding or upgrading the plant.
adding rew capacity to the project, upgrading the existing units
Staff concurs with
and modifying the method of operation.
Consolidated Water that the existing plant provides the most

efficient reliable electric service.
Qgcti~o
5(aiiBliD)c The need of the ennlicant over the short
and iona term for the electricitv aenerated bv the nroject to
serve

its

customers

The existing 7.2-BW DuBay Project is one of seven
hydroelectric developments along the Wisconsin River which are
ointrally controlled and owned in whole or in part by
Consolidated Water, for a total owned hydroelectric generating
capacity of 44.7 WW. This capacity comprises the whole
Water's generating resources, except for some
cogen"-atic. apacity in the pulp and paper mills. of its parent
company, the power from which is totally consumed in the
manufacturing promss.
Consolidated Water serves about 1,000 retail customers in
the town of Biron, Wisconsin, although Consolidated Paper is its
major customer, purchasing about 98.8 percent of consolidated
Water's generated and imported power. In weighing the need for
power, we decided it is proper to consider Consolidated Water and
oi'onsolidated

Consolidated

Paper together.

project generates an average of 43.6 GWh annually,
total generation of all of consolidated water'

The DuBay

while the

hydroelectric facilities averages about 269 Gwh per year.
Consolidated Water's annual system energy requirements are much
greater than its hydroelectric power generating capability,
reguiring that it import makeup power fram Wisconsin Public
Service Co. (WFSC). For example, in 1988, Consolidated Water'
total energy consumption was over 1,000 Gwh, some 70 percent of
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which was imported

fuelad resources.

from WPSC and generated

mostly from

fossil-

The regular and aggressive expansion of Consolidated Paper's
pulp- and paper-making capacity has far exceeded Consolidated
water's development of economic hydro sites in the area. All
additional power needed to supply the expansion of Consolidated
Paper's manufacturing facilities and its other retail customer
needs in the future is expected to be purchased from wpSc. The
DuBay Project's contribution
to these needs is small, compared to
Consolidated Water's total requirements,
and therefore has a

effect on its overall need for power. However, the
an inexpensive an4 renewable source of energy and, due

small

is

project

to its

adaptability for peak shaving, pemits Consolidated Water to
negotiate very favorable terms for the purchase of capacity and
energy from WPSC. Hence, from the local perspective, there is a
definite need for power from the project, both on a short- and
long-tera basis.
The project is locate4 in the Mi4-America Interconnected
Network (HAIN) Regional Electric Reliability Council area

covering utilities in Michigan's upper peninsula, east-central
The 1989 MAIN
Wisconsin, Illinois, and northern Missouri.
Coordinated Bulk Power Supply Report (DOE CeRe IE-611) projects
an annual average growth rate in summer peak demand of 1.4
percent for the 1989-1998 planning period, based on a projected
1989 bane level of energy requirement of 190,644 GWh. About 55
percent of MAIN's 1989 energy requirements will be produced by
the combustion of fossil fuels, increasing to about 58.5 percent

1998. Therefore, from both 'an ecological and fossil fuel
conservation standpoint, there is a standing need for the power
from clean, renewable resources such as this project.

by

Section 15(a)(2)[E): The annlicant's
transmission services
Consolidated

its

Water

indicates that

existina
any

and nlanned

redistribution

of

transmission system that would result from not
receiving a new license for the DuBay Project would not require
lines nor upgrading of
any new construction of transmission
existing transmission facilities. It bases its conclusion on the
fact that its transmission grid is flexible enough and has more
than adequate capacity to meet all loads of its and Consolidated
Paper's retail customers. The replacement power for the DuBay
generation would probably enter Consolidated Water's grid at the
Crand Rapids substation through a 115-kv tie with WPSC where both
the transformer capacity and the transmission capacity to its
Biron Division are at least twice the current loads. This
additional capacity was installed to provide full redundancy and
high reliability for Consolidated Paper's paper-making
operations.

power flows

in
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The

benefit of Consolidate d Water's transmission

a path for the project power to
it providessites
connected to the transmission
manufacturing

that

system

is

of the six
grid, thus

any

of the Duhay
maximum flexibility to the utilization
generation.
Section 15(alt2'l1Fl: Whether the nlans of the aoolicant will be
achieved. to the extent nossible. in a coat effective WSBRS3;
Consolidated Water plans no project changes except those
periodically required to ensure the project safety. The project,
as presently constructed and as Consolidated Water proposes to
operate it, fully develops the economical hydropower potential of
the site.
Section 15(al(31(Al and 15(a) t3) tB1: The aonlicant's record of
comnliance with the terms and conditions of the existina license
and the actions of the annlicant related to the nroiect which
affect the nublic
The compliance record of Consolidated Water with the terms
and conditions of the existin3 license is unsatisfactory.
Consolidated Water failed to t!mely file the following documents:
Part 12 Safety Reports (3 times), a Fora 80 Recreation Report,
Updated Emergency Action plans (3 times), and an operation
inspection follow-up report. As a result, Commission staff sent
numerous non-compliance and reminder letters before receiving

providing

late filings.

With respect to obher written requests by staff for two
reports concerninq operation inspection follow-up, plans for a
boat barrier and signs, and a revised Rmezqency Action plan. tha
licensee did not respond. Further, the licensee did not comply
with the Commissicn's request for cooperation in preparation of
public safety data.
The instances of non-compliance described above occurred
between August 1970 and March 1986.
The compliance record described above does not warzant the
denial of Consolidated Water's application for a new license.
Movever, because of the licensee's compliance history, special
consideration must be given in this license to ensure that the
licensee complies with the terms and conditions of this new
license. Therefo e, Article 501 has been added to the license
requiring the licensee to develop, and file for Commission
approval, a Hy&ropower Compliance Management Program that will
ensure compliance with the terms and conditions of the new
license and allow the Commission to monitor progress toward

compliance.
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The licensee is hereby put on notice that its failure to
comply with the terms and conditions of this license will subject
to.the enforcement and penalty provisions of section 31 of the
Act, including civil penalties of up to $ 10,000 per day for each
violation or revocation of. the license.

it

of License
Section 15 of the Act specifies that any license issued
shall be for a term which the Commission determines to be in the
public interest, but not lees than 30 years, nor more then 50
years. This provision is consistent with Commission policy which
establishes 30-year terms for those projects which propo"ad no
new construction
of capacity, 40-year terms for those projects
that proposed a moderate amount of new development, and 50-year
terms for those projects that proposed a substantial amount of

Term

new

development.

Consolidated Water proposes no modification to the existing
project facilities or changes in operation of the project.
Accordingly, the new license for the DuBay project will be for a
term of 30 years.
Summarv of Pindinas
An BA was issued for this project.
Background information,
analysis of impacts, support for related license articles, and
the basis for a finding of no significant impact on the
environment are contained in the EA attached to this order.
Issuance of this license «s not a major federal action
significantly affecting the guality of the human environment.
The design of this project is consistent with the
engineering standards governing dam safety. The project will
be safe if operated and maintained in accordance with the
requirements of this license. Analysis of related issues is
provided in the Safety and Design Assessment attached to this
order.
The Director, Office of Hydropower Licensing, concludes
that the project would not conflict with any planned or
authorised development, and would be best adapte«i to
comprehensive development of the waterway for beneficial
public uses.
The

Director orde s«

This license is issued to Consolidated water power
(licensee), for a period of 30 years, effective on tha
issuance date «.f this order, to operate and maintain the DuBay
Project. This license is subject to the terms and conditions of
the Act, which is incorporated by reference as part of this
(A)
Company
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subject to the regulations the Commission issues
of the Act.
(B) The project consists of:
(1) All lands, to the extent of the licensee's interests in
those lands, enclosed by the project boundary shown by exhibit G:
Shcwinc
Exhibit G
PSRC No. 1953 project Boundary Location
G 1
13

license,

and

under the provisions

G-2
G 3
G

14

15
16

I

17
18
19

5
G-6
G-7
G

(2) project works consisting of the following: (a) a
730-foot-long concrete gravity dam comprising 3 non-overflow
sections; a spillway section with ll tainter gates and an intake
section varying in height from 20 feet to 38 feett a 7,900-footlong earthen dike on the west abutment and a short earthen dike
at the east abutment; (b) an impoundment having a surface area of
7,800 acres with a storage capacity of 128,000 acre-feat and
normal water surface elevation of 1,116.2 feet mslg (c) an
integral intake powerhouse containing four generating units
having a tot~i installed capacity of 7,200 kw; (d) a sub. tation
containing three single-phase OA/pA type, 2,500 kVA oil-filled
transformers 4.14/46 kv; (e) a 21-mile-long, 46-kV transmission

line;

(f)

and

appurtenant

facilities.

The project works generally described above are more
specifically shown and described by those portions of exhibits A
and p recommended for approval in the attached safety and Design

Assessment.

(3) All of the structures, fixtures, equipment or
used to operate or maintain the project and located
within the project boundary, all portable property that nay be
employed in connection with the project and located within or
outside the project boundary, and all riparian or other rights
that are necessary or appropriate in the operation or saint nance

facilities

of the project.

G described above and those sections of
P recommended for approval in the attached Safety
and Design Assessment are approved and made part of the license.

(C)

exhibits

The

exhibit

A and

(D) This license is subject to the articles set forth in
Fora L-3, (October 1975), entitled "Terms and conditions of
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10
License for Constructed Hajor Project Affecting Navigable Water
of the United States," and to the following additional articles.

Article 201. The Licensee shall pay the United States the
annual charge, as determined by the Commission,
effective the date on which this license is issued for the
following

purpose

of:

a. reimbursing the United States for the cost of
administration of Part I of the Act. The authorised installed
capacity for that purpose is 9,600 horsepower.
Article 202. Pursuant to Section 10(d) of the Act, a
specified reasonable rate of return upon the net investment in
the project shall be used for determining surplus earnings of the
project for the establishment and maintenance of amortization
reserves. The Licensee shall set aside in a project amortization
resezve account at the end of each fiscal year one half of the
project surplus earnings, if any, in excess of the specified rate
of return per annum on the net investment. To the extent that
there is a deficiency of project earnings below the specified
rate of return per annum for any fiscal year, the Licensee shall
deduct the amount of that deficiency from the amount of any
The
surplus earnings subseguently accumulated, until absorbed.
Licensee shall set aside one-half of the remaining surplus
earrings, if any, cumulatively computed, in the project
amortization reserve account. The Licensee shall maintain the
amounts established in the project amortization reserve account
until fuzther order of the Commission.
The specified reasonable rate of return used in
computing amortization reserves shall be calculated annually
based on current capital ratios dev lo~~d free an average of 13
monthly balances of amounts properly includible in the )'.censee's
long-tera debt and proprietary capital accounts as listed in the
The cost rate for such
Commission's Uniform System of Accounts.
ratios shall be the weighted average cost of long-term debt and
preferred stock for the year, and the cost of common eguity shall
be the interest rate on 10-year government bonds (reported as the
Treasury Department's 10 year constant maturity series) computed
on the monthly average for the year in question plus four

points (400 basis points).
article 203. If the Licensee's project was directly
benefitted by the construction work of another licensee. a
permittee, or the United States on a storage reservoir or other
headwater improvement during the term of the original license
(including extensions of that term by annual licenses), and if
those headwater benefits were not previously assessed and
the
reimbursed to the owner of the headwater improvement,
Licensee shall reimburse the owner of the headwater improvement
for those benefits, at such time as they are assessed, in the
percentage
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11
ease uanner as for benefits received during the

license.

ters of this

hrticle~. The Licensee shall iupleaent the erosion
control plan (ECF) filed on March 28, 1990, and consisting of
pages. The ZCP identifies the areas of potential and active
eroding shoreline and proposes stabilisation and Monitoring

new

22

ueasures

Article A02. The Licensee shall operate the Du8ay Project to
control fluctuations of the reservoir surface elevation for the
protection of fish, wildlife, and recreational resources in the
The Licensee shall act at all tines (except as
DuBay Flowage.
necessary to provide flood protection in the Wisconsin River) to
Maintain the reservoir surface elevations, as Measured
issediately upstreaa of the project dan, as follows:
uaintain
(1) Froa June 15 through January 1, each year
the reservoir surface elevation between 1,113.7 and 1,115.2
feet National Geodetic vertical Datua (NGVD) to protect
wetland wildlife habitat and to enhance recreational use;
uaintain
(2) Froa January 2 through April 9, each year
the reservoir surface elevation no lower than 1,109.2 feet
NGVD during
the winter drawdown;
Maintain the
(3) Froa April 10 through Hay 10, each year
reservoir surface elevation at 1,115.2 feet NGVD to protect
and enhance northern pike spawning and egg incubation, with
an allowance to increase the reservoir surface elevation to

—

—

—

1116.2 feet

NGVDI

and

—

lower the
(4) Pros Hay ll through June 14, each year
reservoir surface elevation to 1115.2 feet NGVD, if not
already at this elevation.
During any lowering of the reservoir surface elevation, the
Licensee shall lisit the drawdown rates to a naxisuu of one inch

per hour.
In addition, the Licensee shall saintain a siniuus surface
water elevation in the tailwater of 1,086.9 fe=- NGVO at all
tines, in order to protect aquatic habitat in the project's

tailwater.

These nodes of operation say be tesporarily sodified if
required by operating esergencies beyond the control of the
Licensee or for short periods upon nutual agreesent between the
Licensee and the Wisconsin Departsent of Natural Resources
The Licensee shall not lower the reservoir surface
(WDNR).
elevations below the elevations stipulated above without
notifying the WDNR and the Cossission's Chicago Regional office.
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Article 403. within 6 months after the date of issuance of
this license, Licensee, after consulting with the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (PWS), the U.S. Geological Survey

(USGS)g anl
the wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (wDNR), shall
develop and file for Commission approval, a plan to install
streamflow monitoring equipment in the project's reservoir and
the Wisconsin River to monitor compliance with the operational
requirements stipulated by article 402.

The monitoring plan shall include, but not be limited to:
(1) an implementation schedules (2) the proposed location,
design, and calibration of the monitoring equipment; (3) the
method of flow data collectiont and (4) a provision for providing
flow data to the PWS, USUS, and the WDNR within 30 days from the
date of tile agency's request for the data.
In addition, the applicant shall also include in the plan a
provision to install and maintain a gage at the project which
would be clearly visible to the public at all times, and would
provide boaters and other recreational users an indication of

high and low water conditions

at the project.

The Licensee shall include documentation of consultation
with the agencies before preparing the plan, copies of agency
comments or recommendations
on the completed plan after it has
been prepared and provided to the agencies, and specific

descriptions of how all the agency comments are accommodated hy
the plan. The Licensee shall allow a minimum of 30 days for the
aaencies to comment and to make recommendations prior to filing
the plan with the Commission. If the Licensee does not adopt a
recommendation,
the filing shall include the Licensee's reasons,
The Commission reserves
based on project specific information.
the right to require changes to the plan.
Upon Commission approval, the Licensee shall implement the
plan, including any changes required by the Commission.
Article 404. Within 6 months after the date of issuance of
this license, Licensee shall file with the Commission for
approval, a plan to monitor the effectiveness of the modified
spring operation, as stipulated in article 402 (item 3), to
enhance northern pike spawning and recruitment in the DuBay
Flowage.

The plan shall include: (1) methods to provide an evaluation
of the effectiveness of maintaining stable water surface
elevations on northern pike spawning, recruitment, population
structure, and habitat; and (2) a schedule for conducting the
monitoring and a schedule for filing the results of the
The Licensee
monitoring in a final report to the commission.
shall prepare the plan after consultation with the U. ST Fish and

Wildlife Service (Fws) and the wisconsin Department

of Natural
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Resources (WDWR). The Licensee shall include with the plan
documentation of consultation and copies of comments or
recommendations
on the completed plan after it has been prepared
and provided to the agencies, and specific descriptions of how

the agencies'omments
are accommodated by the plan. The
Licensee shall allow a minimum of 30 days for the agencies to
comment and to make recommendations
prior to filing the plan with
the Commission.
If the Licensee does not adopt a recommendation,
the filing shall include the Li ensea's reasons, based on project
specific information.
The Commission reserves the right to
require changes to the plan. Upon approval by the Commission,
the Licensee shall implement the monitoring plan, including any
changes required by the Commission, according to the approved
schedule.

If the

results of the monitoring indicate that alternative
to be implemented at the project to enhance
northern pike spawning and recruitment in DuBay Flowage, then the
Licensee shall include in the final report, for Commission
appraval, recommendations on the needed measures to enhance the
northern pike populations, including a schedule for
implementation
of the recommended measures. The recommended
measures to enhance the fishe~ shall be developed i.

measures

need

consultation

with the

FWS

and the

WDNR.

shall allow a minimum of 30 days for the
agencies to comment and to make their own
recommendations,
based on the results of the monitoring, on
needed measures to enhance northern pike populations in the DuBay
Flowage, prior to filing the report with the Commission.
Up n
approval by the Commission, the Licensee shall implement the
measures needed to enhance the northern pike populations.
The
Commission reserves the right to require modifications to the
recommendations
included in the final report.
The Licensee

-onsulted

Article 405. To ensure the protection of downstream
dissolved oxygen (DO) in the Wisconsin River, the Licensee shall
install a skimmer weir at the bottom of the stop gate slots in
each of two forebays of one of the large turbine units whener r
DO concentrations
measured in the project tailrace approach the
state DO standard of 5 milligrams per liter (mg/1).
Article 406. within 6 months after the date of issuance of
this license, the Licensee, shall file for Comaission approval, a
plan to monitor dissolved oxygen (DO) concentrations and water
temperatures in the project tailrace, and to determine the
effectiveness of the skimmer weir, required by Article 405, in
maintaining DO concentrations in the project tailrace of at least
the state standard of 5 mg/l.
The Licensee shall prepare the plan after consultation
tha V.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) and the Wisconsin

with
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Department of Natural Resources (wDHR). The Licensee shall
include with the plan documentation of consultation and copies of
has
on the completed plan after
comments and recommendations
been prepired and provided to the agencies, and specific
are accommodated
descriptions of how all the agencies'omments
by the plan. The Licensee shall allow a minimum of 30 days for
the agencies to assent and to make recommendations prior to
filing the plan with the Commission. If the Licensee does not
the filing shall include the licensee's
adopt a recommendation,
The commission
reasons, based on project-specific information.
reserves the right to require changes to the plan. Upon approval
by the Commission, the Licensee shall implement the plan,
including any changes required by the Commission.

it

shall be filed
approved
agencies. If
the results of the monitoring indicate that additional measures
need to be implemented at the project to improve DO
concentrations to at least the state standard, then the Licensee
shall include in the final report, for Commission approval,
recommendations
on needed measures to improve DO concentrations.
AnY recommendations
provided in the report shall also include a
schedule for implementing the measures at the project.
The results of the water quality monitoring
with the Commission as a final report according
schedule, along with comments from the consulted

The recommended

measures

to

improve

to the

dmmstream

DO

concentrations shall be developed in consultation with the FWS
and the WDNR. The Licensee shall allow a minimum of 30 days for
the consulted agencies to comment and to make their cwn
based on the results of the water quality
recommendations,
monitoring, on needed measures to improve DO concentrations in
the project tailrace, prior to filing the report with the
i sion, the Iirensee shall
Commission.
.e
Upon approval by
The
implement the measures needed to improve DO concentrations.
Commission reserves the right to require modifications to the .
recommendations
included in the final report'r to impose our own
conditions to enhance DO concentrations, based upon the results
of the monitoring.
Article 407. Authority is reserved to the Commission to
require the Licensee to construct, operate, and aaintain, or to
preside for the construction, operation, and maintenance of, such
fishways, as may be prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior.
Article 408. The Licensee shall implement the wildlife
management plan, filed on Harch 28, 1990, as pages 12 through 15
and 18 through 22 of the Report on Fish, Wildlife, and Botanical
Resources of Exhibit E, volume II, section E-3b, of its license
application, and the bald eaqle management and protection plan,
filed with the Commission on Harch 28, 1990 and consisting of 6
pages, including 2 figures. These plane will protect and enhance
wildlife habitat on project lands. This habitat includes
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and bald eagle (Kaliaeetua leucocenbalus)
habitat, a
federally listed threatened species.
Article 409. The Licensee shall iaylemer" the recreation
Plan filed on June 29, 1989, as pages 35 thr~ h 52, Tables 5-1
through 5-6, figures 5-1 through 5-13 and Aype. ix C in section
E-5 of the Exhibit E of its license ayplication. and responses to
questions 4 through 8 of the additional information filed on
March 28, 1990. The plan provides 1'or the development of
recreational facilities to accommodate recreational deaand to the
year 2000 and for reevaluating recreational needs at 10-year
intervals to accoaaodate recreational deaand. Any changes in
sequence of construction or composition of the proposed
recreation facilities shall be discussed with the Wisconsin
Departaent of llatural Resources, the U.S. Pish and Wildlife
Service, the Marathon County Park Coaaission, and the Portage
County Parks Departaent and apyroved by the Commission prior to
iayleaentation.

wetlands

Within 90 days after coapleting construction of the
recreation facilities, the Licensee shall file vith the
comaission as-built drawings shoving the recreation facilities.
In addition, the Licensee shall operate and aaintain or arrange
for the oper'ation and aaintenance of the recreation facilities
during the tera of the license. If the Licensee arranges for
another party to operate and maintain these facilities, the
Licensee shall have a written agreeaent vith the other entity
If
which holds the entity accountable for this responsibility.
the other entity fails to operate and aaintain the facilities,
the Licensee must promptly assume this responsibility.
Article 410. The Licensee shall implement the land
manageaent plan filed on June 29, Isss as pages 10 through 21 of
the Report on Land Management and Aesthetics, voluae III section
E-6, of Exhibit B of its license application.
This plan with the
folloving additional provisions, vhich shall also be iapleaented
by the Licensee, will provide for the protection and enhanceaent
of the project's aesthetic values:
(1) The Licensee shall consult with the Wisconsin Departaent
of Natural Resources (WDMR) and refer to the WDMR's Silvicultural
and Forest Aesthetics Handbook for further advice and assistance
on how to correctly implement the aesthetic guidelines of the
land management plan.
(2) Prescribed visual buffer zones along the flovage
shoreline shall be aeasured from elevation 1,116.2 feet MGVD, and
buffer strips along project area roadvays shall be measured froa
the edge of the roads'ights-of-vay.
(3) The Licensee shall include in the "managed open space"
category of the land aanageaent plan, guidelines for
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aestheticzily

maintain the project's mxisting transmission line
Corridor. The guidelines shall emphasize the use of sale tive
right-of-way vegztation clearing methods to eliminate or reduce
extended views of the line and to retai.n a visual buffer.
(4) the Licensee shall periodically (not less than every 6
months) conduct a visual inspection of project lands to identify
features in need of screening, and to subsequently schedule and
fund the necessary design and installation work for those
features identified as requiring such treatment.
(5) In consultation with the WDNR and the Dusay Property
Owners, the Licensee shall consider extending its shoreline
stabilization efforts to any eroding island show lines that are
located near areas identified as scenic shorelines on figure 6-2
of the license application, and are within the viewshed of

critical

viewpoints

shown

on

this figure.

The Licensee shall file a compliance report with the
Commission every five years that documents the consistency of its
land management and shoreline erosion control practices with the
objectives, guidelines, and activities described in these plans.
The first report is due five years from the effective date of

this license.

This report shall include, but not be limited to: (1) a
description of any significant land-disturbing
activities that
the Licensee or other entity (with the Licensee's permission)
undertook that affected the visual character of the project land
or waterz (2) a description of any significant shoreline erosion
problems resulting
rom land-disturbing
activities, 'eservoir
fluctuations, or reservoir wave action; (3) a description of the
measures taken to avoid or mitigate these effects as prescribed
erosion control plan;
by the land management plan and shoreline
and (4) copies of any letters from entities or individuals that
may have expressed concern for the visual quality of the project
or erosion problems during this S year period.
Article 411. The Licensee shall implement the provisions of
the "Programmatic Agreement among the Fec'eral Energy Regulatory
Commission, the Advisory Council on Histc ic Preservation,
and
the wisconsin State Historic Preservation Office for the
Hanagement of Historic Properties Affected by the DuBay
Hydroelectric Project,z executed on October 4, 1991, and
summarized in the environmental
assessment attached to this
order. The Commission reserves the authority to require changes
to any Cultural Resource Hanagement Plan or plans at any time
during

the term of the license.

Article 412. The Licensee, before starting any land-clearing
or ground-disturbing
activities within the project boundaries,
other than those specifically authorized in this license, shall
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consult with the Wisconsin State Historic Preservation
(SHPO)

.

Officer

If the Licensee discovers any previously unidentified
archaological or historic property during recreational
development or during project operation, as a result of
monitoring the pro]ect reservoir shoreline, reservoir drawdown,
surveying the lands included in the Cooperative Management
Agreement, or any other means, the Licensee shall stop all landactivities in the vicinity of the
clearing and ground-disturbing
discovered property, shall take measures necessary to stabilize
and to otherwise protect the discovered property from further
effect, and shall consult with the SHPO.
In either instance, the Licensee shall file for commission
approval, and upon approval, shall implement a cultural rzsource
management plan prepared by a qualified cultural resource
specialist after having consulted with the SHPO. The management
plan shall include the following items:
(1) a description of each discovered property indicating
whether it is listed on or eligible to be listed on the
National Register of Historic Placest
(2) a description of the potential effect on each discovered
property&

(3) proposed measures for avoiding or mitigating effects4
(4) documentation of the nature and extent of consultation4
(5) copies of comments and other correspondence from the

SHPO4

and

(6) a schedule for mitigating effects and conducting
additional studies.
The Commission may require changes to the plan.
he Licensee shall not begin land-clearing or grounddisturbing activities, other than those specifically authorized
in this license, or resume such activities in the vicinity of a
discovered property, until informed that the requirements of this

article

have been

fulfilled.

Neither this license nor any part of this license shall be
construed as permitting ground disturbance solely for the purpose
of implementing any wildlife management plan or any other
environmental
management plan without specific Commission
approval as required under the provisions this article.
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Article 413. (a)

In accordance with the provisions

of this

article, the licensee shall have the authority to grant
pareission for certain types of use and occupancy of proje=t
lands and waters and to convey certain interests in project lands
and waters for certain types oi use and occupancy, without prior
Cossission approval. The licensee aay exercise the authority
only if the proposed use and occupancy is consistent with the
purposes of protecting and enhancing the scenic. recreational,
and other environsental
values of the project. Por those
purposes, the licensee shall also have continuing responsibility
to supervise and control the use and occupancies for which it
grants peraission, ard to aonitor the use of, and ensure
cospliance with the covenants of the instruuent of conveyance
for, any interests that it has conveyed, under this article. If
a peraigted use and occupancy violates any condition of this
article or any other condition imposed by the licensee for
protection and enhancesent of the project's scenic, recreational,
or other environuental values, or if a covenant of a conveyance
sade under the authority of this article is violated, the
licensee shall take any lawful action necessary to correct the
violation. Por a persitted use or occupancy, that action
includes, if necessary, cancelling the persission to use and
occupy the project lands and waters and requiring the resoval of
any non-coaplying structures and facilities.

(b) The type of use and occupancy of project lands and
water for which the licensee say grant persission without prior
Cossission approval are: (1) landscape plantings: (2) noncossercial piers, landings, boat docks, or similar structures and
facilities that can accoaaodate no sore than 10 watercraft at a
tine and where said facility is intended to serve single-fauily
type dwellingsi
(3) esbanksents, bulkheads, retaining walls, or

sisilar structures for erosion control to protect the existing

shorelinel and (4) food plots and other wildlife enhanceaent. To
the extent feasible and desirable to protect- and enhance the
project's scenic, recreational, and other environaental values,
the licensee shall require sultiple use and occupancy of
facilities for access to project lands or waters. The licensee
shall also ensure, to the satisfaction of the Cossission's
authorised representative,
that the use and occupancies for which
it grants peruission are saintained
in good repair and cosply
with applicable state and local health and safety requiresents.
Before granting persission for construction of bulkheads or
retaining walls, the licensee shall: (1) inspect the site of the
proposed construction, (2) consider whether the planting of
vegetation or the use of riprap would be adequate to control
erosion at the site, and (3) detersine that the proposed
construction is needed and would not change the basic contour of
the reservoir shoreline. To isplesent this paragraph (b), the
licensee may, asong other things, establish a progras for issuing
persits for the specified types of use and occupancy of project
lands and waters, which say be subject to she paysent of
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a reasonable fee to cover the licensee's costs of administering
the permit program. The Comaission reserves the right to require

the licensee to
and procedures

file

for

of its standards, guidelines,
this paragraph (b) and to require

a description

implementing

of those standards, guidelines, or procedures.
(c) The licensee may convey easements or rights-of-way
across, or leases of, project lands i'r: (1) replacement, expansion, realignment, or maintenance of bridges or roads where all
necessary state and federal approvals have been obtaineds (2)
storm drains and water mainss (3) sewers that do not discharge
into project waters; (4) minor access roads; (5) telephone, gas,
and electric utility distribution
lines; (6) non-project overhead
electric transmission lines that do not require erection of
support structures within the project boundary3 (7) submarine,
overhead, or underground major telephone distribution cables or
major electric distribution lines (69-kv or less): and (8) water
intake or lumping facilities that do not extract more than one
million gallons per day from a project reservoir.
No later than
January 31 of each year, the licensee shall file three copies of
a report briefly describing for each conveyance made under this
paragraph (c) during the prior calendar year, the type of
interest conveyed, the location of the lands subject to the
conveyance, and the nature of the use for which the interest was
conveyed. If no conveyance was made during the prior calendar
year, the Licensee shall so i~form the Commission and the
Regional Director in writing no later than January 31 of each
year.
!d) The licensee may conVey fee title to, easements or
rights-of-way across, or leases of project lands for: (1)
construction of new bridges or roads for which all necessary
state aud federal approvals have bee obtaanedl (2) ewer o
effluent lines that discharge into project waters, for which all
necessary federal and state water quality certification or
permits have been obtained; (3) other pipelines that cross
project lends or waters but do not discharge into project waters;
(4) non-project overhead electric transmission lines that require
erection of support structures within the project boundary, for
which all necessary federal and state approvals have been
obtained; (5) private or public marinas that can accommodate no
more than 10 watercraft at a time and are located at least onehalf mile (measured over project waters) from any other private
or public marina; (6) recreational development consistent with an
approved Exhibit R or approved report on recreational resources
of an Exhibit E; and (7) other uses, if: (i) t !6 amount of land
conveyed for a particular use is five acres or less; (ii) all of
the land conveyed is located at least 75 feet, measured
horisontally, from project waters at normal surface elevation;
and (iii) no more than 50 total acres of project lands for each
project development are conveyed under this clause (d)(7) in any
calendar year. At least 60 d. Ys before conveying any interest

modification

~
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in project lands under this paragraph (4), the licensee miiet
letter to the Director, office of Hydropower Licensing,
stating its intent to convey the interest and briefly describing
the type of interest and location of the lande to be conveyed (a
marked exhibit 4 or K map may N useR), the nature of the
propose4 use, the identity of any federal or state agency
official consulted, and any federal or state approvals required
for the proposed use. Unless the Director, within 45 days from
the filing date, requires the Ricensee to file an application for
prior approval, the licensee may convey the intended interest at
the end of that period.
(e) The following additional conditions apply to any

submit a

(c) or (d) of this article:
(1) - Before conveying the interest, the licensee shall
consult with federal and state fish and wildlife or recreation
agencies, as appropriate, and the state HRstoric preservation
Officer.
(2) Before conveying the interest, the licensee shall
determine that the proposed use of the lands to be conveyed is
not inconsistent with any approved exhibit R or approved report
on recreational resources of an exhibit E: or, if the project
does not have an approved exhibit R or approved report on
recreational resources, that the lands to be conveyed do not have

intended

onveyance

recreational

under paragraph

value.

cf conveyance must include the following
with the land
(i) the use of the lands
create a nuisance, or
shall
not
endanger
health,
conveyed
otherwise be incompatible with overall project recreational use;
(3)

covenants

The instrument

running

:

(ii) the grantee shall take all reasonable precautions to insure
that the construction operation, and maintenance of structures
or facilities on the conveyed lands vill occur in a manner that
will protect the scenic, recreational, and environmental values
of the project: and (iii) the grantee shail not unduly restrict
public access to project waters.
(4) The Commission reserves the right to require the
licensee to take reasonable remedial action to correct any
violation of the terms and conditions of this article, for the
protection and enhancement of the project's scenic, recreational,
values.
and other environmental
(f) The conveyance of an interest in project lands under
this article does not in itself change the project boundaries.
The project bounda ies may be changed to exclude land conveyed
under this article only upon approval of revised exhibit G or K
drawings (project boundary maps) reflecting exclusion of that
land. Lanaa conveyed under this article will be exclude4 from
the project only upon a determination that the lands are not
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necessary for project purposes, such as operation and
maintenance, flowage, recreat'on, public access, protection of
environmental
resources, and shoreline control, including
shoreline aesthetic values. Absent extraordinary circumstances,
proposals to exclude lands conveyed under this article from the
project shall be consolidated for consideration when revised
exhibit C or K drawings would be filed for approval for other
purposes.

(g) The authority granted to the licensee under this
not apply to any part of the public lands and
reservations of the united States included within the project

article shall
boundary.

Article 501. (1) The licensee, within 4 months of the
effective date of this license, shall file a Hydropcwer
Compliance Management Program (HCMP) for Coaaission approval.
The HCMP shall include the following elements for each license
requirement:

a. The identification of, and a schedule
wary
necessary to coaplete the license requirement;

for, each action

b. A schedule for the start and completion of the
consultation process with each resource agency required to be
consulted for each action necessary to complete the license
requirement;

c.

and

identification of specific individuals in each
to be consulted on each action necessary to
coaplete the license requirement;
i v eiiie1 a q'
4
1 ~ taraet
u4 th thhe
quail
( ) i aw ~iicesaoee
i
Comsission, starting 8 months after issuance of this license/
that demonstrates the progress made toward ccmpletion of each
The

agency that need

~

in the HCMP.
(3) The licensee shall file an annual monitoring report
with the Comaission, starting one year after the issuance of this
license, docuaenting the licensee's compliance with all
requirements of the license that do not require specific filings
with the Commission.
requirement

under the schedules

presented

'icense

Seven copies of all submissions under this article must be
with the secretary of the Commission.
One copy of each
submission must also be filed with any agency consulted under
element (1)b above.

filed

(E) The licensee shall serve copi s of any Commission
filing required by this order on any entity specified in this
order to be consulted on matters related to that filing. Proof
of service on these entities must accompany the filing with the
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Consission.
(P) .This order is issued under authority
Director and constitutes final agency action.
rehearing by the Cosaission nay be filed vithin
issuance date of this order, pursuant to 18 C.

delegated to the
Requests for
30 days fros the

.R. %385.713.

ed R. Springer

Director, Office of
Hydropover

Licensing
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ENVIRONMENTAL

ASSESSMENT

PSDERAL ENERGY RSGDLATORY CONNISSZON
OPTICS OP SYDROPOWER LICENSING
DIVISION OP PROJECT REVIEW

Date: tulv 31. 1991

Projeut

name: DuBav

Hvdroelectric
FERC

A

Project

Project
No.

1K'-M0

APPLICATION

l.
Application
2. Date filed
3.
4.
S.
6.

type: Wew maior license
with the Commission: June 29. 1989
Applicant: (Consolidated water) power comnanv
Water body: Kfsconsin River
River basin: Mississiuui
Nearest city or tawn: Mo inee
Port~as
State: Wisconsin
County: Marathon

B 1%RPOSE

AND

NEED POR ACTZON

1. Purpose. The existing project generates an estimated
43.6 gigawatthours (Gwh) of electric energy per year which would
continue to be utilised by a paper mill operated by Consolidated
Papers, Inc (Consolidated
company.

paper)

Consolidated

Water's parent

2. Need for power. The existing 7.2-megawatt (MW) DuBay
Project is one of seven hydroelectric installations along the
wisconsin River which are centrally controlled and owned in whole
or in part by Consolidated Water, for a total owned hydroelectric
generating capacity of 44.7 Mw. This capacity comprises the .
whole of its generating resources, except for some cogeneration
in the pulp end paper mills of its parent company, Consolidated
Paper, power from which is totally consumed in the manufacturing
process

Consolidated Water serves about 1,000 retail customers in
the town of Biron, Wisconsin, although Consolidated Paper is its
major customer, purchasing about 98.8 percent of Consolidated
Watet's generated and imported power. In weighing the need for
power, it is therefore useful to consider Consolidated Water and
Consolidated Paper together.

Project generates an average of 43.6 Gwh annually,
total generation of all of consolidated water'

The DuBay

while the

facilities averages about 269 GWh per year.
Consolidated Water's system annual energy requirements
greater than its hydroelectric generating capability,

hydroelectric
However,

are

much
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it

to import makeup power from Wisconsin Public Service
(WPSC). For example, in 1988, its total energy
consumption was over 1,000 Swh, some 70 percent of which was
imported from WPSC and generated mostly from fossil-fueled
an4

needs

Company

resources.

The regular and aggressive expansion of Consolidated Paper's
pulp and papermaking capacity has far exceeded COnsoli&ated
Water's development of economic hydro sites in the area. All
additional power nee4e4 to supply expansion of Consolic ated
Paper's manufacturing facilities and its other retail customer
needs in the future is expected ro be purchased from WPSC. The
to these needs iS Small, compared to
DuBay Project's contribution
consolidated Water's total reguireaents, and therefore has a
small effect on its overall need for power. However, the project
is an inexpensive and renewable source of energy, and, due to its
permits Consolidated Water to
adaptability for peak shavi~,
negotiate very favorable terms for the purchase of capacity and
energy from WPSC. Hence, from the local perspective, there is a
definite need for power from the project, both on a short and

it

long-tera basis.
The

project

is locate4

in Nid-America

Interconnected

Network

Electric Reliability Council area covering
utilities in the Michigan upper peninsula, east-cent al
Wisconsin, Illinois, and northern Missouri. The 1989 MAIN
Coordinated Bulk Power Supply Report (DOB Code IE-411) projects
an annual average growth rate in summer peak demand of 1.4
percent for the 1989-1998 planning period, b--0 on a projected
1989 base level energy need of 190,644 Qwh. some 55 percent of
NAIB's 1989 energy requirements'ill
be produced by the
combustion of fossil fuels, which is expected to increase to
about 5$ .5 percent by 199$. Therefore, from both an
environmental
p wteciion and fc sil-fuel conservation standpoint,
there is a need in the region for power from clean, renewable
resources such as this project.
(MAIN)

C.

Regional

PROPOSBD PBCLlBCT ABD AATBRMATZVXS

1. Description of the propose4 action (see Pigure 2 ~ page
46). consolidated Water does not propose any modifications or
However,
additions to the existing structures or powerhouse.
Consolidated Water proposes to improve recreational facilities
and to sake improvements
to benefit wildlife. The primary
purposes of the existing development are generation of
electricity and flood control.
The project consists of the following: (1) a 730-foot-long
concrete gravity dam, having 3 nonoverflow sections; a spillway
section with 11 Taintor gates and an intake varying in height
from 20 feet to 38 feet; a 7,900-foot-long earthen dike section
on

the west abutment;

and a short earthen

dike section on the
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(2) a reservoir with a surface area of about 7,800
water surface elevation), a storage capacity of
about 12B,OOO acre-feet, and a normal water surface elevation of

east abutment:
acres (at

normal

1, 116.2 feet

~;

(3) a powerhouse, with an integral intake,
units having a total installed capacity of
7,200 kilowatts (kW)( (6) a substation with three single-phase
DA/FA- tyPe, 2,500-kilovoltamPere
(kVA) oil-filled 6.ll/66kilovolt (kV) transformers) (5) a 21-mile-long, 46-kv
transmission liner and (6) appurtenant facilities. Consolidated
water does not propose any changes to the existing project works.

with four generating

2. Applicant's proposed enhancement measures.
a. Construction. Consolidated Water proposes to
minimize erosion runoff and turbidity caused by construction of
recreation improvements at existing and new recreational
development sites by intercepting construction area runoff,
timely revegetation of disturbed areas, and scheduling boat ramp
improvements during the late winter/early
spring draw-down
periods to the extent passible.
b. Operation.

Consolidated

Water proposes

to:

(1) implement an erosion control plan (ECP) to
and monitor shoreline
erosion (discussed further in section G.l, page 17) )
(2) maintain the reservoir's water surface elevation
between 1,113.7 and 1,115.2 feet from June 15 to winter drawdown
(January 1) each year to protect wetlands, furbearer habitat,
fishery resources, and recreational fishing (discussed further in
section G.3, page 20);
(3) maintain a minimum tailwater surface elevation of
1,086.9 feet to prevent dewatering of the river immediately below
the dam (discussed further in section G.3, page 20);
(4) establish the reservoir's water surface elevation
at 1,115.2 feet on or about April 10 and to maintain that
elevation, or gradually raise the pool to a maximum of 1,116.2
feet until about Way 10 to protect and enhance northern pike
spawning and egg incubation (discussed further in section G.3,
page 20 and section G.4, page 23);
(5) moni or tailrace dissolved oxygen (DO) (discussed
further in section G.5, page 25);

stabilize actively eroding shoreline,

Q3

All reservoir elevations indicated in this environmental
assessment are above the National Geodetic Vertical Datum
(NGVD), unless other wise indicated.
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measures

(6) implement vegetation and wildlife management
(discussed further in section G.6, page 27):

(7) execute a cooperative agreement with the wisconsin
of Natural Resources (NDNR) for wildlife management of
consolidated Water's lands (discussed further in sections G.6 and
G.10, pages 27 and 37, respectively) i
(8) implement a bald eag)e protection plan (discussed
further in section G.7, page 28);
(9) implement a cultural r sources management plan;
Department

(10) implement a land management plan to pro..ect the
project area's natural, aesthetic, and recreational va ues
(discussed further in sections C.6, G.S, and C.10, pages 27, 35,
and 37, respectively); and
(11) implement a recreation plan to accommodate
recreation demand to the year 2000 which, also, reserves lands
for future recreation development (summarised in Table 1, page 16
and discussed further in section G.10, page 37).
3. Pederal lands affected.

~o

Yes)

4. Alternatives

a.

l

acreage ~

(agency)

to the

proposed

project.

Action alternatives.

(1) Alternative project Operations: Alternative
of operation of the proje t are dismssed in section C.3 of
this report.

modes

(2) Issuance of an Annual License: Section 15(a)
of the Federal Power Act (Act), 16 U.8.C. %808(a) ~ provides for
the issuance of annual licenses to the prior licensee if the

license expires pending the relicensing determination.
When an annual license is issued, existing facilities would
continue to operate until reevaluation of the project according
to today's standards and procedures occurs. This license will
expire on June 30, Ie91, thus the project will operate on an
annual license until a new license is issued.
(3) Issuance of Nonpower License: :..ction 15(f)
of the Act, 16 U.S.C. %808(b), authorires the Cene .-sion to issue
a license for nonpower use when the commission "finds that in
conformity with a comprehensive plan for improving or developing
a waterway or waterways for beneficial public uses all or part of
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any

for
for

licensed project should no longer be used or adapted vcr use
A license that is granted by the Commission
power purposes."
When the Commission finds that a
nonpower use is temporary.

interstate agency, or another federal agency
assume regulatory supervision of the
under the nonpower license, and
aces so, the Commission would terminate the nonpower license.
Zf a nonpower license is issued, consolidated Water would
have to find a replacement source of power. No entity has
recommended that a nonpower license should be considered.
Denial of the
(4) Denial of License Application:
license application could lead to removal of the power facilities
or removal of all project works. Consolidated Mater would have
to find a replacement source of energy.
Either alternative number (3), issuance of a non-power
license, or alternative number (4), denial of license, would
result in the cessation of generation of paver by the project and
would force Consolidated Water to replace lover-cost, nonpolluting generation derived from a renewable primary energy
resource with increased purchases of higher-cost capacity and

state, municipality,

is authorised and willing to
lands and facilities included

energy from another

source

at generally higher costs.
sources of power to the DuEay Project

Possible alternative
of a coal-fueled condensing steam turbinegenerator, a coal-fue'ed cogeneration unit, diesel generation,
combustion turbines, and additional purchases from MPSC.
F c ac ~
ch of th =- alt ..ative power sou es rely on 'the
include construction

—

of nonrenewable fuels.
Denial of the license application would also result
requirement for Consolidated Water to provide enhancement
measures discussed in sections C.2 and G of this report and
consumption

no

safety oversight by the Commission.
For these reasons, we conclude that neither alternative
number (3) ~ issuance of a non-power license, or alternative
number (4), denial of license, are in the public inae est asd,
therefore, are not reasonable alternatives.
a. Alternative of no action. No action would result in
relicensing the existing project with no changes in project
operation or enhancement measures.
No change
to the existing

dam

environment

would

result.
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CONSULTATION

AND COMPIsXANCB

1. Fish and wildlife
Coordination Act).

agency consultation

(Fish 8 Wildlife

a. U.S.

Fish 8 Wildlife Service (FNS): ~Yes.
~Yes.
National Marine Fisheries Servicr (NMFS):

«o.

b. State(s):

c.

~Yes.

2. Section 7 consultation
a. I isted species:

(Endangered
None.

(Haliaeetus leucocenhalus), a federally
(in Wisconsin), nest on project lands.

b. Consultation:

~Not

No.

No.

Species Act)

~present:

Bald eagles

listed threatened species

required.

Remarks:
Consolidated Water proposes measures that would
provide for the protection of nesting hald eagles in the project

area.

3. S~~ion 401 certification (Clean Water Act).
~equired; applicant requested certification on

2/28/89.
the certifying agency on 5/17/89.
4. Cultural resource consultation (Historic Preservation
Act).
a. State Historic Preservation Officer: JLYes
No.
b. National Park Service (NPS)a
~Yes No.
C. National Register status:
None
Eligible or
listed.
d Council.
x Yee
required
e. Further consultation:
Not required. ~quired.
Remarks:
Through consultations with the SHPO and the
Council, we have proposed a Prograamatic Agreement, pursuant to
the Council's regulations (36 CFR 800) for the SBPO, the Council,
Consolidated, and us to sign.
5 Recreational consultation
(Federal Power Act)
a. U.S. Owners:
Yes.

Status:

Waived by

~

«ot

b.

NPS:

c. State(s):

6.
Status:

~Yes.
«Yes.

~o.
«o.
No.

scenic rivers (Wild and Scenic Rivers Act).
~one Listed. Deteraination completed:

Wild and

Administering

agency:
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7. Land and Water Conservation Fund lands and
(Land and Water Conservation Fund Act).
status:

-

Designated.
~one.
Determination completed:

Administering
N.

facilities

agency:

CuNNBNTe

1. Tha

following

agencies and entities provided comments on
in response to the

ths application or filed a motion to intervene
public notice dated November 14. 1909.

of letter

Cosmentinc

aaencies and other entities

Date

Department

of the Interior

March

5, 1990

Qyfg

of motion

Not-'ons

to

intervene

23, 1990
24, 1990
~Consol. Mated Water responded to the comments or
motion(s} to intervene by letter(s) dated June 26.

of Natural Resources
Property Owners Association, Inc.

Wisconsin Department
DuBay

2.

January
January

LRR(}.

Water did not respond

to the

1. General doser}ption of the locale.
a. Description of the Wisconsin River

Basin.

Consolidated

or motion(s) to intervene.
F o SFPBCTBD

comments

ENVIRONMENT

The

River drains an area of 11,728 square miles; at the
DuBay Project, the drainage area is 4,900 square miles.
The
wisconsin River is 435 miles long, flowing north to south for the
first 310 miles, then to the west for the final 120 miles to its
confluence with the Mississippi River.

Wisconsin

The wisconsin River between Brokaw and the DuBay Flowage
(the project's reservoir), designated Segment BC of tl e Upper
Wisconsin River by the WDHR, is 35 miles long and is augmented by
four major tributaries: Big Rib, Big Eau Pleine, Little Eau
Pleine, and Eau Claire Rivers. Plow in the Wisconsin River is
regulated by a series of 21 storage reservoirs, operated by
Wisconsin Valley Improvement Company (FERC Project No. 2113).
These reservoirs provide flow augmentation and flood control for
the Wisconsin River. There are 13 hydropower dame upstream of
the DuBay Project.
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The topography in the Wisconsin River Basin is the esult of
a continental glacier receding about 1%,000 years ago. It is
characterised by forested rolling hills and a mosaic of wetlands
Land use adjacent to the project area is primarily
and lakes,
The average temperature varies from
forestry and agricultural.
66 degrees Fahrenheit ( F) in July to 15'F in January.
Annual
precipitation averages about 30 inches per year. The area's
average yearly snowfall is 50 to 60 inches.

b. Existing licensed projects and exempted projects
(indicated by an " * " after the FERC Project No.) in the river
basin, as of 6/1/91.
Pro%act
Pro4ect name
Water bodv
.1984
1984
2292
2291
2255
2256
2192

1967i
2590

2110
1953
2207
2212

1999
19890
1979
1966
2180
1940
2476
2239

Castle Rock

Wisconsin

Petenwell

Nekoosa
Port Edwards

Centralia

Wisconsin Rapids

Biron

Whiting Plover
Wisconsin River

Division
Stevens Point
DuBay

Mosinee

Rothschild
Wausau

Merrill
Alexander
crandfather
Grandmother

Falls
e

Tomahawk

Jersey

Kings Dam
1968*
Hat Rapids
2161
Rhinelander
1957
Otter Rapids
Wisconsin Headwaters
2113
surrender o f license has been approved
Regulatory Commission.

Tomahawk

Wisconsin
N

II

by the Federal Energy

c. Pending license applications and exemption
as of 6/1/91. (Exemption applications
applications in the basin,
are indicated by an " a " after the FERC Project No.)
Pro%act No.
None

Project

name
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d. Cumulative Impacts
I
target resource is an important resource that may
cumulatively affected by multiple 4evelopment within the
The staff based its selection of target resources on the
significance and geographic distribution of the resource
the river basin.

be

basin.
regional

within

Tarcet resource

(1) Wetlands
(2) Recreational boating
The target resources liste4 above are described below in
section F.2. Rapacts to target resources, if any, are discussed
in sections G.6 and G.9. Ro adverse impacts to target resources

result.
2. Descriptions of the resources in the pro]ect impact area
(Source: DuBay Hydroelectric Pro)ect, application, exhibit E,
unless otherwise indicated).
a. Geoloov and soils: The project area is underlain by
granitic bedrock. The sandy soils (sand, loamy sand, and sandy
loam) that are common to the area were formed in the glacial
outwash and recent alluvial and organic depo~its that lie on top
of the granitic bedrock. of the 70 miles of reservoir shoreline,
Consolidated Water reports a total of 17,000 feet with a
potential for erosion and 12,200 feet with active erosion
(Consolidated Water power Company, 1990).

would

control plan (RCP) defines the potentially
line areas as being generally stable now, but
These areas are characterizea
showing evidence of past ercsion.
have taken root and rewhich
masse
vegetation
falling
by
established themselves at the hase of the bank, by the successful
establishment of native plant species on the slopes, and by an
overall predominance of vegetation on the bank with minimal soil
The erosion

eroding

@ho

exposure.

impacts are defined as impacts on the environment
that result from the incremental impacts of an action when
added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable
future actions, regardless of what agency or person
undertakes such other actions. Cumulative impacts can
result from individually minor, but collectively significant
actions taking place over a period of time (40 CFR, part

Cumulative

1500.7).
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The ECP

reports the actively eroding shoreline

areaa

vary in

vertical height froa 4 feet to 30 feet, and are characterised by
falling vegetation, a predominance of exposed and unvegetated
soils~ and slopes that are often steeper than 45 degreee. The
erosion is causeR by water action underaining the banke and
occurs where vater contacts the hanks with the greatest. force—
outside bends of the river channel, shorelines exposed to the
greatest wave or ice action, or heavy use areas. Conmo1idated
Water reports that higher reservoir water levels during the
spring increase the erosion potential.
The ECP identifies 7 sections of pro]ect (applicant-owned)
shoreline (totalling F 450 linear feet (LF)) and 3 sect.icns of
privately-owned
shoreline {totalling 5,500 LP) vhere active
erosion is occurring. The actively eroding project sections are
At the private1y-ovned
reported as aostly forested shorelines.
eroding sections, the ECP reports that reaoval of native
vegetation by landowners, unsuccessful bank~rading act.ivities,
and ineffective private shoreline stabilisation measures are
contributing factors to normal processes in causing active
erosion. The ECP also suggests that wave action from pl.easure
boating traffic congregating along residential corridors aay also

factor.
also identifies

be a contributing

about 250 LP of actively ez'cding
The ECP
shoreline in the picnic area of the Portage Ccunty OuBey Park,
resulting principally froa excessive use of the park mkaoreline,
vave action froa intense pleasure boating in the river channel,
The ECP reports that the county
and fluctuating water levels.
has already stabilised other, wore serious park shoreline erosion
vith riprap and terraces, and proposes to install terraced timber
walls along t'e remaining 250 feet to permit ussr acceee to the
shoreline.
b. Streamflov:
864 cfs; flov parameter: min. month1Y flov
low flow.
58,DOO cfs; flov parameter: max. recorded flov
high flow:
average flow:
4,055 cfs; flow parameter: sean recorded flov
Remarks:
Streaaf low data used to derive flov information
were obtained from Consolidated Water. These data are recorded
The
daily by Consolidated Water based on generator output
relationship between generator output and streamflov wee derived
by Consolidated Water based on measured generator output,
recorded heacivater and tailwater data, and original ecZuipment
expected performance curves supplemented by eguipaent index
tests. Data were obtained for a 47-year period of record, from
1942-1988. Tvo USGS gaging stations, No. 05395000, looated 35
ailes uostreaa at Nerrill, and No. 05400760, located 25 miles
downstream at Wisconsin Rapids, exist near the pro]ect..
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c. Hate cuali+:

An

automatic water quality

system was installed by the WDHR in the Upper
WiSCOnein RiVer in 1970-1971. Thie Svatem ie COmPrieed Of eiX
monitoring stations, bx:luding one at the DuBay dam and an~'her
upstream of the DuBay Flowage, at Hosinee Dam. Discharge, water

monitoring

temperature, DO concentrations,
at each of the six stations.
Xn

PH, and

conductivity

the early 1970's, severely depressed

DO

are recorded

concentrations

were recorded upstream of the project, particularly during
periods of lcw river flows. By 1977, most of the industries
between Rothschild and DuBay dame cn the Wisconsin River had
secondary water treatment, which has resulted in reduced
biological oxygen demand (BOD) and suspended solids loading to
the river, and higher DO levels. However, violations of the
state water quality standards for DO (non-trout waters, 5 mg/1)
has occurred intermittently
during recent years from late spring
to early fall. Analysis of samples taken upstream of the dam
indicated that the reservoir stratified 'durinq summer conditions
such that water near the bottom was below state water quality
Water temperatures were less
standards for DO concentrations.

state maximum water temperature standarf for warmwater
fish (31.7 degrees celsius ('C)) ~
Analysis of data collected through U. S. Environmental
Protection Agency's STORET (storage-retrieval) system indicates
that water quality in the wisconsin River in the project area has
improved over the last decade such that fecal coliform counts
have been within the state standard for recreational use (not to
exceed 200 counts per 100 milliliter volume) since 19a5. The BDD
level was high in 1977 (15.1 mg/1), but has been below 6.4 mg/1

than the

since 1977,

Runoff of oxygen demanding materials and algae loading from
the eutrophic Big Eau Plains Reservoir contributes to depressed
Co concentrations
in the wisconsin River. Agricultural runoff
from dairy farming and cheese making practices along some of the
tributaries of the Wisconsin River. Provides a major source of
nitrogen and phosphorus to the Wisconsin Riv'er. Blue-green
algae, especially Auhaniaomenon floe-aauae, form summer blooms in
the DuBay Flowage. Diatoms are also present in the reservoir.
Algal toxins have been identified in the Big Eau Pleine
Reservoir, but have not been found in DuBay Flowage.
Studies were conducted by Consolidated Water in the project
area to assess any adverse impacts regarding contaminants
The toxicity
associated with water level fluctuations.
equivalents of dioxin, organochlorine pesticides, polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCB), and mercury in fish t(ssues were within the Food
and Drug Administration
(FDA) and Wisconsin Division of Health
for contaminants commonly found Sn sport fish.
(WDH) standards
Analysis of the metals concentrations in the river upstream from
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DuBay Flowage near Nosinee indicated that cadmium concentrations
were above the acute criterion set by the Environ~n~:.al
Protection Agency: there are point discharges of cadmium and aine
upstream of DuBay Flowage (Wisconsin Department of Natural

Resources 1988).

Rada et al. (1984) studied the distribution of potentially
toxic metals in bed sediments, crayfish. and fish in the Upper
Wisconsin River. Surficial sediments were moderately polluted
with cadmium and lead, and moderately to heavily polluted with
copper, sine, an& mercury.
Crayfish, carp, and -'leye were
contaminated with mercury, but less than 1 percent of the fish
contained levels in excess of the FDA's action level of 1.0
microgram per gram.
Rada et al. (1984) recommended
implementation
of measures that would minimixe disturbance of
highly contaminated sediments in order to protect the aquatic
biota from exposure to higher concentrations of metals.
d. Fisheries:
Present.
Anadromous:
~Absent.

Resident:

Absent.

~present.

supports a diverse community of wermwater and
Carp, bcwfin, and white sucker dominate the
rough fish community.
Walleye, northern pike, smallmouth bass,
muskellunge,
yellow perch, black crappie, and bluegill comprise
the resident game fish community in the flowage. Walleye is the
dominant game fish .'n the flowage, and has consistent
reproduction, and good growth rates and age-class distribution.
According to WDMR records, more than 10,000 valleys are } arvested
annually downstream of Big Eau Pleine Dam during late winter and
spring. There is a high quality fishery for trophy-sixed
northern pike, but its uneven age-class distribution suggests
potential recruitment limitationss WDNR's 1983 data showed no
evidence of natural reproduction duiing the previous 10 years.
stocking of large fingerling pike was initiated by WDNR in 1985
to increase the availability of large pike in the flowage.
The lake sturgeon is found in the lower Wisconsin River and
is included in the FWS's list of candidate species being
considered for listing as endangered or threatened.
The WDNR is
interested in reestablishing lake sturgeon to he Upper Wisconsin
DuBay Flowage

ccolwater fishes.

River.

effect of Steven's Point Dam extends to DuBay
of DuBay dam is the Steven's point
fishes
Game
(with at least 0.5 percent relative
colle ted by electroshocking and minnow seining

The backwater
dam;

thus, the tailwater

Flowage.
abundance)

downstream of the DuBay dam include walleye, bluegill, smallmouth
bass, black crappie, yellow perch, and pumpkinseed; northern pike
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occu'n

-nd largemouth bass also
Flowage auuports a substantial

the flowage. Steven's Point
spring harvest of valleye, as does
at the head of Duhay Plovage.

the tailwate «s of Wosinee Dam
e. le~station-.. 0wer 4,000 acros of project lands are
forested. ant her 2,130 acres a:e vetlands. Wetlands vere
chosen a- a target resource because river development and use can
result in their incremental loss vhich, in turn, can result in
the loss of highly productive fish spawning, fur bearer, and
water fovl habitat.
Continued project operation would not result
In fact the existence of the project
in any loss of wetlands.
contributes to the maintenance of wetlands. The lands traversed
line, 21 miles long and
by the project's transmission
or
encompassing about 127 acres, are primarily agricultural,
abandon fields.
Ten percent of the transmission line traverses

forest.

Cover tvoe

Dominant

snaci~s

northern hemlock-white
pine-hardwoods

sugar and red maple, hemlock,
bassvood, yellow birch„ white
and red pine, quaking aspen,
paper birch, jack pine

spruce-fir

black spruce, balsam
northern vhite cedar

fir,

black spruce, tamarack,

shrub wetlands

leatherleaf, bog rosemary,
laurel, labrador tea,
blueberry, pitcher plant
alder, villov, red-osier

bog

dogvood

pickerak veed, arrovhead,
sedges, grasses, rushes,
cattails, vater arum, wild rice
vater lilies, duckweed, pond
aguatic vegetation
veed, coontail, vater milfoil,
tape grass, elodea
Wildlife: Common aniaal species in the project area
include: beaver, b1ack bear, eastern gray sguirrel, eastern
cottontail rabbit, fisher, mink, muskrat, raccoon, red fax, river
otter, snowshoe hare, white-tailed deer, coyote, bobcat, pine
marten, deer mouse, eastern chipmunk, masked shrew, redback vole,
shorttail shrew, blue-winged teal, common loon, cowon merganser,
grebe, gull, great blue heron, hooded merganser, king fisher,
mallard, ring-necked duck, tern, vood duck, and bald eagle (a
federally listed threatened species, in Wisconsin).

marsh

f.
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g. Cultural:
National Register (listed and eligible)
not been recorded.

properties have

on, or eligible for listing
Resister gf Historic Places in the area of
the project's potential environmental impact.
Descrip'on: Consolidated Water conducted archaeological
surveys along the reservoir, at the locations of proposed
recreational development, and in areas where project works are
located, and has identified ll National Register eligible
archaeological sites. These archaeological sites, in Portage
(PT) and Narathon (NR) Counties (PT 91, -126, -127, -128, -s29,
NR-36, -37, -38, -39, -41, and -42) are eligible for listing on
the National Register because they contain data important in
prehistory (RBR National Register criterion for evaluation, 36
from archaeological
CPR I 60.4, criterion {d)]. Information
surveys conducted before the reservoir was created indicates
there are sites (47-pT-15, -16, -32, -113, and -122) that have
since been inundated.
Moreover, there are large parcels of land
within the DuBay Project boundary that have not been surveyed.
Adequate provision mu t therefore be made for National Register
eligible properties identified in Consolidated Water's shoreline
survey, for currently inundated National Register eligible
properties, and for any National Register eligible properties
that have yet to be identified. The existing project facilities
are not eligible for listing on the National Register.
h. Visual aualitv: The DuBay Plowage is visually
interesting due to its complex system of tributaries, its highly
irregular shoreline, and its numerous vegetated islands. The
southern half of the flowage is characterised by wide expanses of
open water, large embayments that are divided into smaller pools
by road causeways and bridges, and .shoreline,areas that are about
half wooded and half developed. The northern half of the flowage
is more natural and riverine in appearance with little visible
evidence of development.
Bank erosion detra .ts from the visual
quality of the flowage shoreline.
Consolidated water's management of nearly 4,800 acres of
land for timber production purposes is an ongoing activity that
detracts from the project's natural setting. The projecc's
existing structural works, including the flowage dike,
powerhouse, and improved flowage access points, contribute to the
Consolidated
developed character of the lower flowage viewshed.
Water's current project facility operations affect the appearance
of the flowage shoreline and the river downstream of the project
that expose
dam as a result of seasonal flood control drawdowns
the banks of the flowace, flow augmentation releases during lowflow periods that help to maintain the aesthetic value of the

~There are properties listed
on, the National
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river,

and

reservoir level stabilisation

efforts that protect the

water body's visual quality during the summer recreation season.
The appearance of Consolidated Water's existing 21-mile-long

project transmission line is negatively afyected by the periodic
clearing of vegetation within its 50-foot-wide right-of-way,
of the linear
which reinforces the visual incompatibility
corridor.

i. Recreation:

Portage County, which surrounds

the

project site on the south, has 430 miles of streams and 335 lakes
totaling 4,915 surface acres. The county pa.-k system/
encompassing 1,278 acres, includes 18 sites which offer a variety
of recreation. Also, an approximate total of 18,160 acres of
lana in Portage County offer fishing, hunting, hiking, and
snowmobiling.

Marathon County, which surrounds the northern part of the
project, has approximately 130 miles of streams «nd 19,000 acres
of surface water. The county park system, encompassing 2,851
acres, includes 20 sites which offers a variety oi recreation.
The approximate 1,450-acre Big Eau Pleina Park located
immediately west of the project site offers day-use facilities,
boat access, trails, swimming, fishing, and camping. In
addition, Marathon County has approximately 81,000 acres of
public land for hunting and dispersed recreation use.
There are no current statistical records of actual flowage
recreation use for Marathon County (personal communication,
Charles Newby, Park Direcror, Marathon County Park Commission,
Wausau, Wisconsin, August 17, 1990). For Portage County, recent
annual records of campground occupancy at DuBay County Park
indicate 6,374 camping units (1988) and 6,925 camping units
(1989). One camping unit equals one campsite for one day, which
averages 3.5 people per camping unit. This figure does not
reflect day-use or lodge rentals. From Memorial Day through
I bor Day, DuBay County Park receives tremendous use, especially
o.& the weekends
(personal communication, cerald J. Srnst, Park
S~ nerintendent,
Portage County Parks, Stevens Point, Wisconsin,
August 20, 1990).

In Portage and Marathon Counties, there are 152 and 630
miles, respectively, of marked snowmobile trails which are
designed to interconnect.

project area and associated DuBay Flowage are heavily
for water-based recreation. Consolidated Water maintains 6
boat ramps with associated parking facilities for cars and
trailers at 4 of the ramps (see Table 1, page 16
a
description of these existing recreational facilities at the
DuBay Project). Recreational boating was chosen as a target
resource because it can be cumulatively affected by reduced flows
and impeded boat passage by dams in a river system.
used

The

'or
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Table
DuBay

I.
Bxisting and proposed
Hydroc:lectric Project.
~ecvvatlav

alto

Cca Cull Lave Access

~vvsenk
«vf tfunvt

pnteeao fwill ties
Or«ca efvsvwpvt)

facilities

sncvevnt)
rev l fce-denspvd)

~

iaLcnh

~

parkbe «lk

~

~

Sl Access

~ bwt rnev
~ psrkvve 4-10

~
~

«cars/trailers)

~

~
~
~
~
~

~

~

bast rasp «needs repair)
psrkhe «14-15
cars/tref lars)
.5-elle bank f fchfrp
csee portaae to enlstlna
fcvevh

Pcrlvae CrneVty fffSCVnnfn
kfwr park

~ Ov'ave«

reer

rehabilitate
eve\her

cars/trailers)
Old niahuoy

facilities at the

recreational

i owv and odd

rsvp
centrwt deg-wo srev lnvcvlic
~crs beech, hank fishlna eros)

5

ffstatt access sian
reccvstvwt

bwt rvep

lost reer
partlnp f)O cars/trailers) snd
parkinp fer 40 dey-vne cars
bntsl1

1

ceetrwt

dsynne picnic arse end
1-acre beach
centruct C-sile hikfno/cross
clneltry ckl trail
install access slpn

rearada boot reer end access reed
1 boat leech
~ develop picnic ares
~ enpand perkins ta )5 cars/trailers
llaw 1S spaces for bonk fishina
~ cspeed lank ffehfsd access and
~

~

r~

cpvstnnt

cestrwt

boat rsvp

vovevvh

«avevch

handiceaped

flslvire

ceno portoas

~

leprovc

~

fvprove access reed

~ perkins «10 cars)
~ resrodo arovef bwt rcev
~ cvvntrwt hikfna/crws
rovntry

ski

trail
~

~

Crew«boat

hoot reer and cvovvcnf ence

pier
~
~

r~

porkive

rostral

«SO

Ls e/trovlevo

~

cevvtllLC ocQ!ss rood
fvprove Crevcl boat reap
perkins «CS cere/traitors)

~

owlet portoac «enny in

~

develcpbe hsndfccppcd
pier

f i shins

tarte pcpertncnt ln
enforce ~ no-usta tvne
vithin 100 feet of shore
~ fvprovc opcQ-caned host lavvvch
paport

Cvnvnty

Afore to
site

end dsy-uve

facilities

Additional existing recreation facilities in the project
area include four park sites (between 3 and 160 acres), six
improved public access sites, 19 unimproved public access sites
access
primarily used for bank fishing, and three privately-owned
sites open to the public. The existing facilities are primarily
day-use areas except for one county and one private recreation

site
snd

which

offer overnight camping.

The Mead

Wildlife Area contains approximately

is located adjacent to the Project to the

28,000 acres

west (Figure 2r
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page 46). The primary management objective for the area is to
maximize waterfowl pa4uction through habitat management.
Recreational use includes hiking, cross-country skiing, hunting,
and snowmobiling.
Rxisting facilities include parking areas and
approximately 70 miles of trails. Consolidated Water has
enteredinto a cooperative management agreement with the WDBR for
a 2,483-acre tract of Consolidated Water owned project lands and
1,185 acres of Consolidated Paper owned lands outside but
The purpose of the agreement
adjacent to the project boundary.

is to protect

access

natural

resources, particularly

would be provided.

waterfowl.

Public

Land use: Of the estimated 6,800 acres within the
prOjeCt bOundary, COnsOlidated Water OWna apprOXimately 5,000
acres and has flowage rights on the remaining lands. of the
5,000 acres of Consolidated Water owned land, approximately 200

acres are utilized for project-related facilities and the
remainder are managed for timber and wildlife production.
The
majority of lands adjoining the DOBay Plowage are privately-owned
and total approximately
1,800 acres; exceptions include park
lands totaling approximately 220 acres adainistered by Portage
and Marathon Counties, as well as the Knowlton lions Club. The
remaining surface acres within the project boundary comprise the
DuSay Flowage.

line
The existing 21-mile-long, 50-feetwide transmission
corridor traverses the Wisconsin River, eight wetlands, seven
creeks, a drainage ditch, a christmas tree plantation,
agricultural and pasture lands, and woaalands.
Consolidated Water's lands, within the project boundary, nof
utilized for either project-related facilities or recreation are
shown in Table 2, page 17. Other land uses include agricultural;
land use
residential, commercial, and recreational development.
for recreational development is discussed in section P.2.i,
above. The nearest cities to the project site are
Mosinee,located 9 miles to the north, and Stevens Point, located
10 miles

to the south.
k. socioeconomics:

The population of Marathon and
Portage Counties during the 1880 census was 111,270 and 57,420/
The economy of the area depends on agricultural,
respectively.
lumbering, and small commercial and industrial operations.
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Table

Land
owned

1. Erosion

usher prarhnti on
Vct!ands
100-tosr floodplain

and sedimentation
from construction

of recreation
Increased

Protected open

4,290
2,120

y
y
2,000 y

2,'000

t

potential for
erosion and
sediment runoff
would result from
ground-disturbing
activities during

construction of
the proposed
recreation
improvements

Water

facilities or recreation.

There are
issues addressed
below.

imnrovements

use on Consolidated
land at the DuBay

Hydroelectric Project for purposes
other than project related

~

RRSOLDTIORS

2~

at

Approcleately 2,120 acres oi uetlends sorus uithin tha
prelect tunndcry. Nsuerer, 1,$00 acres af uctlands, not
~harn fn tahla 2, ere cd)scent to the pro)eat houndsrY-

y

this ocresse ls concentrated in Nn appar eno-third of the
fteusce clare tha L:ttle Eau plains Elver corridor and helen
the suhop dcn.

If

this ocraaae adioiro the Lr etio Ear pterns hirer corridor and
the Need Nitdtife Area. these lands are discussed in scctirur
p.2

I.

existing and new
sites (see discussion of issue r3.10, page 37). We believe
CcnsOlidated Water's proposals to intercept construction area
runoff, revegetate disturbed areas, and schedule boat ramp
imprcvwents during the late winter/early
spring drawdown periods
could effectively minimise the erosion and sediment impacts, but
Consolidated Water doesn't include these measures in its proposed
recreation plan. Therefore, to ensure that only minor, shortterm erosion and sediment runoff would result from constructio)1
of the recreation improvements, we recommend that when
implementing
the recreation plan, Consolidated Water should use
appropriate sediment runoff controls and timely revegetation of
disturbed areas and should schedule boat ramp developments during
the late winter/early spring drawdown periods.
2. Reservoir Shoreline Erosion: In its motion to intervene,
the DuBay Property Owners'ssociatfon
(Property Owners) comments
that the maximum proposed spring res ~choir water levels, in
conjunction with increased boating use from May 15 to June 15,
have caused significant shoreline erosion and may continue to do
so. Consolidated Water responds that the present (and proposed,
continued) reservoir operating regime permits the reservcir pool
to reach elevation lr116.2 feet, 1 foot abave the maximum summer
pool level, during the period April 15 - June 15. This provides
temporary retention of high springtime flows as part of a
coordinated flood control effort designed to moderate downstream
effects c I high springtime flows. consolidated water also notes
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from 1979 to 1989, i.he reservoir elevations, during the
period May 15 to June 15, exceeded elevation 1,116.0 feet 8.8
percent of the time and vere at or below elevation 1,115.7 feet
for 57.2 percent of the time. Further, concentrated boating
activity does not typically occur prior to June 15. Consolidated
Water's stucies conducted while preparing the ECP did not
indicate any problems varranting changing the proposed operatinq
regime, and further, the propose4 nonitoring program would
provide adequate means for identifying the need for and taking
appropriate corrective action.
Property Ownezs also recommends that Consolidated Water
provide more definite plans for protecting thc shoreline from
erosion. The WDNR and the Department of the Interior (Interior)
recommend that Consolidated Water execute the erosion monitoring
and control plan identified in the application.
In response to
these three recommendations, Consolidated Water refers to the ECP
that it prepared at our request and to favorable comments on the
draft ECP made by the WDNR and the Property Ovners.

that

Consolidated Water asked the WDNR and the Property Owners
on a draft version of the ECP. Their comments and
recommendations
on the craft and Consolidated Water's responses
are included in the ECP filed with the Commission on March 20,
1990. We note that the WDNR and the Property Owners'omaent
letters on the 4raft ECP post-date the WDHR and the Property

to

comment

Owners'otions

to intervene.

the WDNR and the Property Owners are generally
of Consolidated Water's proposed stabilization and
pzograms outlined in the ECP, they did have sess
recommendationa
that Consolidated Water did not adopt.
In commenting on the draft ECP,.the WDMR expresse4.concern
that iiiland erosion may be mori'igniBcant than shoreline
erosion in terms of potential impact on fish and aquatic life,
and recommended that Consolidated Water reassess or describe the
extent and location of island erosion in the final Bcp to be
submitted to the Commission (letter tc Richard Ni11iker from Bob
Martini, Project Manager, Wisconsin Department of Natural
Although

supportive
monitoring

Resources, Rhinelander,
Consolidated

Wisconsin,

Water responds

8, 1990).
that attempts to stabilize
February

islan4 shorelines would be impractical and unnecessary because:
(1) no outstanding habitat or planned improvements are affected;
(2) erosion of these areas is typical of normal river processes
and not uniquely the result of project reservoir operations;
(3) other areas where erosion is more se-.ious have been
identified an4 are heing given highs» priority; and (4) access to
the island erosion areas by heavy equipment necessary to perform
the stabilization work vculd be either impossible or
prohibit;vely expensive (letter to Rob zt Martini from Richard
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Hilliker,

Wisconsin,

Consolidated
March

Water Power company,

19, 1990) .

Wisconsin Rapids,

'The ECP also explains that the stabilization
program would
not encompass two sections of emding island shorelines
(totalling 3,350 LP) because those particular sl.oreline sections
are of little va ue for public recreation or private development
and they don't include any archaeological sites. Consolidated
Water says it would continue to monitor shoreline erosion at the
project and share the information with the WDNR, and, where
serious erosion persists and the WDNR can point to specific
impacts that warrant the unusual costs and associated impacts of
stabilizing those areas, Consolidated Water would work cut
enhancement measures with the WDNR (letter to Robert Martini from

Richard Hilliker, Consolidated Water Power Company, Wisconsin
Rapids,-Wisconsin, March 19, 1990). If stabilization of a
particular island shoreline erosion problem is determined to be
feasible and warranted, it would be placed within the shoreline
stabilization work schedule with a priority agreed to by
Consolidated Water and the WDNR.

Based on its review of the draft ECP, the Property owners
recomaends that Consolidated Water consider providing monetary
assistance to the few private owners who may not be able to
finance shoreline stabilization (letter to Richard Hilliker from
Susan Pohlkamp( President, DuBay Property Owners'ssociation@
Junction Cit}, Wisconsin, March 1, 1990). Consolidated Water

that it cannot directly subsidize shoreline
stabilization for individual property owners, but that it would
take whatever steps are necessary to accomplish the work where
shoreline stabilization measures are judged important to project
operations (letter to Susan Pohlkamp from Richard Hilliker,
Consolidated Water Power Company, Wisconsin Rapids, Wisconsin,
March 7, 1990).
We concluue that Consolidated
Water has adequately addressed
and reasonably accommodated the concerns of Interior, the WDNR,
and the Property Owners in the ECP. The 5-year stabilization and
the 10-year monitoring programs, as outlined in the ECP, would be
very effective in providing enduring protection of eroding and
potentially eroding shorelines at the project, a..d thus,
implementation
of the ECP wou'd produce a long-tera beneficial
impact. Therefore, we recommend that the ECP be approved and
made a part of any license issued for the project, and that
Consolidated Water be required to implement the stabilization and
responds

as outlined
Proiect oueration:

monitoring

3.

Programs

a.

in the ECP.

Water surface elevations:

The DuBay

Project

would

continue to operate as a peaking project during weekdays, for
14 hours a day. On
which there is generation for approximately
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project generally operates 24 hours a day. The
(i.e., reservoir) is an integral part of the flood
control system that also includes Consolidated water's Castle
Hock ard Petenwell Plcwages and the 21 reservoirs located
upstream of the Du8ay Project that are operated by the Wisconsin

weekends the
Du8ay Flowage

Valley Improvement

Company.

Tae water surface elevation of the Du8ay Flowage has
fluctuated historically within the bounds of the following water
surface elevation rules:
maximum:

minimum:

1,116.20 feet
1,115.20 feet
1,113.70 feet
1,109.20 feet

on Harch 15 to June 15
on June 15 to Harch 15
on May 1 to February 1
on February 1 to May 1

In practice, the normal fluctuation in water surface elevation
usually less than 1.0 foot from May 1 to June 15 (2.5 feet
allowable) and less than 0.5 feet from June 15 to February 1
except during spring filling (1.5 feet allowable)(Consolidated
Water Power Company,

is

1989).

Water has proposed to continue operation of the
Project. as in the past, with the exception of additional
operational considerations to enhance northern pike spawning and
recruitment during the spring.
In order to enhance the northern
pike fishery, consolidated water has proposed to change operation
to establish the water surface elevation at 1,115.20 feet on or
about April 10, and maintain that level or allow a gradual rise
to a maximum elevation of 1,116.20 feet until on or about May 10
(except if reservoir lowering i.s needed for flood control).

Consolidated

Duhay

consolidated Water also proposed to minimize fluctuations of
the reservoir surface elevation during other times of the year
(except as necessary to provide flood control for the rotection
of downstream areas). The range in fluctuatidns as proposed by
Consolidated Water are within the historical surface water
elevations for the Duhay Project. Specifically, Consolidated
Water would maintain the reservoir elevation between 1,113.7 and
1,115.2 feet during the period between June 15 and January 1 each
year for the protection of wildlife habitat in wetlands and to
enhance recreational use in the reservoir.
Consolidated Water
proposed that the winter drawdcnm, occurring between January 2
and April 9, annually, would not lower the reservoir elevation
below 1,109.2 feet, this will provide protection of aquatic
resources in the flowage. As indicated above and discussed
further in this assessment (see next discussion in fisheries),
Consolidated Water proposed operational considerations to
maintain the headpond elevation as close to 1,115.2 feet as
conditions Permit, or gradually increase to 1,116.2 feet between
April 10 and Hay 10, annually, in order to provide protection and

.
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of northern pike spavniug and egg incubation.
Pinally. for the perfcxR betveen Nay ll and June li, Consolidated
Mater proposed to gradually lower the reservoir to 1, 115.2 feet
(if not already at this level). The dravdcncn rates are proposed
to be no greater than 1-inch per hour.
Interior stated that it seeks no net loss of in-kind vetland
habitat value associated with the continued operation of the
DuBay Project, and recommended that any license issued be
condftfoned to require maintenance of reservoir elevations
betveen 1,113.7 and 1.115.2 feet betveen June 15 and winter
".h year to protect vetlands and furbearer
drawdovn (January 1)
habitat in the DuBay c ~wage. The WDMR made the same
recommendatfon
for operation of the DuBay Project between June 15
Water'
and vinter drawdovn.
MDMR stated that Consolidated
proposal to limit water surface fluctuations would ensure that
aquatic vegetation and associated vildlife habitats are
maintained and protected in the DuBay Plovage during this period.
In addition, Consolidatecf Water's proposed operating rules that
we have previously described for the periods between vinter
drawdown and June N are also p ovided in recommendations
made by
Interior and the MDMR; the agencies say these requirements are
needed and should be implemented at the DuBay Project for the
protection and enhancement of wetlands, recreation resources, and
aquatic resources in the project area. Pinally, Interior and
WDMR state that any need for lowering
the minimum elevation for
win~ r drawdown lower than 1,109.02 feet should only be allowed
vith prior permission from the MDNR: consolidated Water disagrees
that operation of the DuBay project, as authorized by the
Commission also requires permission of the WDMR.
Mater's proposed limitations on
We concur vith Consolidateci
reservoir elevation fluctuations and drawdown rates for the DuBay
Project. Although these operational requirements can only be
implemented vhen drawdowns are not necessary for flood control,
operation of the DuBay Project according to Consolidet"d Water'
proposals vill provide for continuecl protection of the vetlancRs,
recreation resources, and aquatic organisms fn the DuBay Plovage.
In addition, Consolidated Water's proposal to modify operation
during the spring vill allov for increased recruitment for
northern pike populations during years when greater vater surface
elevation fluctuations are not necessary for flood control. A
drawdown rate cf 1-fnch per hour vill also help to prevent
strandi:.g of aqu. =Rc organisms that may inhabit. the shore.line
habitat. Therefore, ve conclude that Consolidated Water should
operate the DuBay Project with the operational requirements as
proposed and discussed above. Should a winter drawdown of less
than 1,109.02 feet be needed, the licensee should first notify
the WDMR and the Commission's Chicago Regional Office before
commencing the lovering of the elevation to less than 1,109.02
enhancement

feet.
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The WDNR and the FWS have also expressed
aquatic habitat in the project tailrace area
impacted during cessation of generation Wnen
reservoir is less that. 3,000 cfs. To address

concern that

would be adversely

to the
this concern,

inflow

a shutdown test. This test
would not be dewatered under shutdown
conditions because water impounded by the next downstream dam
(Steven's Point dna) backs up to DuBay dam. Haintenance of a
minimum tailwater surface elevation of 1,086.9 feet would prevent
dewaterinq downstream of the dam. This elevation has been
historiralsy maintained under normal operating conditions;
Consolidated Water does not propose any changes in the DuBay
Project that would affect this tailwater elevation.
the
downstream project does lower its reservoir water surface
elevation below 1,086.9 feet, then the consolidated water
proposes to qenerate and spill water as necessary to maintain
this elevation, unless dewatering of the downstream area is
necessary for maintenance or repairs and is agreed to by the WDNR
(personal communication with Kenneth Knapp, Vice President
Consolidated
demonstrated

Water conducted

that the river

If

Consolidated

Water, October 29,

1990). Therefore, the agencies

have not recommended a minimum flow release for the project, as
lonq as present operations continue and a minimum tailwater
elevation of 1,086.9 feet is maintained.
Haintenance of this
tailwater elevation will ensure that there will be no dewatering
of the tailwater downstream of the dam. We recommend that this
tailwater elevation be maintained and included as a requirement

in

any

license issued for the

DuBay

Project.

b. Streamflow gaging: The WDNR and Interior have
that staff'aqes, calibrated to a stage versus
discharge relationship, be installed upstream and downstream of
the dam so as to he clearly visible to the public at all tires to
indicate maximum and minimum pool elevations.
These agencies
also recomaended that Consolidated Water maintain flow records of
daily operation and reservoir and tailwater elevations, and
provide them to the PWS and the WDNR upon request.
Consolidated Water has installed staff gages in the
reservoir and tailwater of DuBay dam, but these are nct clearly
visible to the public. Consolidated Water has stated that
calibrated staff gages pla~ at other locations, where public
access is practical, would not be appropriate for monitoring
because wind
compliance with reservoir elevation requirements,
effects and the gradient caused by higher flow would often
produce readings different from those at the dam. Consolidated
Water has indicated, however, that it would have no objection to
providing a gage that would provide the public with general water
surface elevation conditions at the project.
We have determined
that gages are necessary at the project
in order to show compliance with the reservoir water surface
elevation and tailwater elevation requirements that we have
recommended
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recommended.
In addition, the installation of an additional
gage, as Proposed by Consolidated Water, would provide
information on general water surface elevation conditions for the
public. Therefore, Consolidated Water should maintain reservoir
and tailwater gages to demonstrate compliance with the required
After consultation with the U.S.
operation conditions.
Geological Survey (USGS), the FWS, and the WDNR, Consolidated
Water should develop a plan to install, operate, maintain and
report data from gaging stations located in the project's
reservoir and tailwater. In addition, the plan should include
provisions to install and maintain a gage which would be clearly
visible to the public at all times. in order to give boaters and
other recreational users an indication of high and low water
conditions. The gaging plan should be filed for Commission
apProval and should include a provision for providing flow data
to the agencies within 30 days from the date of an agency's

request.

4. Fisheries:
a. Northern nike

enhanceme+.
The WDNR has expressed
concern regarding the potential adverse impacts of spring water
surface elevation fluctuations of DuBay Flowage on northern pike
There exists a high quality fishery for trophy-mixed
spawning.
northern pike. However, as discussed above in section F.2.d
(page 11), Fisheries, the uneven age-class distribution of
northern pike suggests that recruitment is adversely affected by
water surface elevation fluctuations caused by project operations
in the spring. Pike spawning peaks in the area flowages about
April 10-20, and it takes about 3 weeks for the eggs to develop
into fry. Because the flowage has usually refilled (from spring
snowmelt) by this time, the primary consideration ior the
protection of pike recruitment is the potential for adverse
effects to the young from falling water levels. Northern pike
generally spawn in areas with water depths between one and two
feet. Decreases in water level during the incubation and fry
development period could cause stranding, o may result in DO
depletion, accumulation of hydrogen sulfide, or high water
temperatures (Consolidated Water Power Company, 1989).
The agencies have recommended that Consolidated Water
provide stable or gradually increasing water surface elevations
during the period of April 10 to May 10 in order to improve Pike
Consolidated Water has agreed to these
spawning and recruitment.
conditions and has proposed to establish the reservoir elevation
at 1, 115.20 feet about April 10. Consolidated Water would
maintain that elevation, or allow a gradual rise to a maximum
elevation of 1,116.20 feet, until about May 10, except as pond
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.

lowering may be required for flood control ~7
Maintaining
stable water surface elevations during the recruitment period (in
years where a drawdoin is not necessary for flood control) could
enhance the northern pike fishery in the Wisconsin River, and

hence, should be implemenM.

The agenCiea haVe reCOmmendad that COnSClidated Water
monitor the effectiveness of the proposed revised operation on
enhancement to the northern pike fishery during the northern pike
consolidated Water has aqreed
spawning and recruitment period.
to monitor the effectiveness of its plans to establish the water
surface elevation at 1,115.2 feet on or about April 10 and to
maintain that elevation, or qradually raise the pool to a maximum
of 1,116.2 feet until about May 10. Consolidated Water does not
propose to develop or implement a plan to evaluate the results of
maintaining stable reservoir elevations on northern pike spawning
habitat or populationst Consolidated Water has stated that the
WDNR should
make such evaluations.

Water surface elevation

fluctuations

may

have a

direct

and

adverse 'mpact on the spawning success and recruitment of
northern pike in the project area. Because the operations of the
to water surface elevation
DuBay Pxoject have contributed
fluctuations during the spawning and recruitment period of
northern pike, and therefore, may have been limiting the
recruitment potential for this species, we have concluded that it
is the responsibility of Consolidated Water to take measures to
enhance northern pike spawning and recruitment
limiting
fluctuations during this critical period, as described above),
when these measures do not conflict with the need for flood
control. It should also be Consolidated Water's responsibility
to monitor the effectiveness of its proposed revised operation
for the DuBay Project, including the evaluation of maintaining
stable water surface elevations on northern pike spawning,
recruitment, population structure, and habitat.

(i.e.,

Therefore, we recommend that a northern pike monitoring plan
be developed by the licensee in consultation with the FWS and the
WDNR and submitted
to the Commission for approval. The results
of the monitoring should be submitted to the Comaission along
with comments from the consulted agencies on the results of the
monitoring.
If the results indicate that changes in project
operations, different from our recommended operational
requirements,
are necessary to enhance northern pike spawning and
would lead to a flood flow are rainfall of
in the Rib, Eau claire, and/or Eau Pleine
basins, and/or a strong warming trend that could lead to a
snowmelt.
Any of these conditions would require actions to
alleviate the potential for a flood, including drawdown of DuBay
Flowage by as much as two or thfee feet.
Q7

Conditions

one inch

or

that

more
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then Consolidated Water should cevelop
of any needed
recommendations
and a schedule for implementation
schedule should be
The changes and implementation
changes.
developed in consultation with the EWS and the WOWR) any
resulting from the monitoring would alc.=- e
recommendations
to
Comaission
approval.
subject

recruitment,

b. Fish nassaHS: The QOWR is interested in
resstablishing lake sturgeon and other species whose historical
range is (and/or suitable habitat is available) in the Upper
Wisconsin River. Sturgeon and walleye are capable of travelling
long distances and passing over dans if appropriate fish passage
is provided (e.g., Holland et al., 1984). currently, upstream
and downstream passage of fish past the Ouhay Project ie not a
Should
management objective for the Upper Wisconsin River.
management objectives change and subsequently
require f'ish
passage, it may be necessary for consolidated water to install
appropriate upstream (e.g., fish ladder) and downstreaa (e.g.,
turbine bypass facility) fish passage facilities. Accordingly,
Interior (letter of Warch 5, 1990 free Wr. Jonathan P. Deason,
Director, Office of Snvironaental Affairs, Department of the
Interior, Washington, D.C.) reserved authority to prescribe the
construction, operation, and maintenance of fishways for the
DuSay Project pursuant to Section 18 of the Federal Power Act
(Act). Consolidated Water objects to this reservation of
authority based on legal grounds.
Section 18 of the Act provides the Secretary of Interior the
authority to prescribe upstream fishvays ))/. Although fish
passage facilities may not be recommended by Interior at the time
of project licensing, such as for the DuSay Project, the
Commission should include license articles which reserve
Interior's prescription authority 9/. We recognize that future
fish passage needs and management objectives cannot always be
predicted at the time of license issuance. Under these
circumstances, and upon receiving a specific request from
Interior, the Commission should reserve Interior's authority to
prescribe fishways.

5.

stater cualitv:

Consolidated

water proposed

to

monitor

concentrations and water temperatures (in the same
locations as for the July and August, 1988, water quality study)
once per week in July and August following any 5-day period

tailrace

0/

Q9

OO

Section 18 of the FPA provides: "The Commission shall
require construction, maintenance, and operation hy a
licensee at its own expense of... such fishvays as may be
prescribed by the Secretary of Commerce of the Secretary of
Interior as appropriate."
Lvnchburc Hvdro Associates, 39 FERC f 61,079 (1987).
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during which the average

cfs.

river flows at

DuBay dam

fall

below

Consolidated Water proposes to monitor DO
concentrations under these conditions because violations of the
state standard for DO (non-trout waters, 5 mg/1) nas occurred
during recent years under extreme low flow conditions of about
1,000 cfs during summer when the project reservci- has
stratified. The frequency of occurrence for river flows of this
magnitude or lower is 5 to 8 percent during the months of July
and August (Consolidated Water Power Company, 1989). Be=ause DO
concentrations were only intermittently below the state standard
of 5 mg/1 in the tailrace with river flows at 1,000 cfs,
Consolidated Water considered that a threshold of 1,500 cts to
monitor DO concentrations would be sufficient.

1,500

Cohsolidated Water proposed to install a removable skimmer
weir at the bottom of the stop gate slots in each of the two
forebays of one cf the turbine units to improve tailrace DO
concentrations if monitoring shows that DO concentrations in the
tailrace falls below the state standard of 5 mg/1. This
enhancement measure is proposed because DO concentration profiles
taken in the reservoir near the dam (Consolidated Water Power
Company, 1989) indicated that water with less than 5 mg/1 of Do
was usually limited to depths of 5 meters (m) or greater; the 4.5
m high skimmer
weir would restrict the water entering the unit to
the upper 5 m of the water column. Consolidated Water proposed
to keep the weir in place until DO concentrations exceed 5 mg/1
at all monitored locations and depths, and to consult with the

this measure to
and the Fws on the results of implementing
Consolidated Water
improve downstream DO concentrations.
estimated the cost for fabrication of the skimmer weir to be
$ 12,500. Consolidated Water also estimated that the water
quality monitoring and operation and maintenance of the skimmer
weir would cost about $ 3,890 annually.
wDNR

Interior and the WDNR recommended that Consolidated Water
in consultation with these agencies, to monitor
the effectiveness of the proposed skimaer weir enhancement
measure and to develop an alternative plan to improve low
downstream DO concentrations,
if the skimmer weir does not p ove
to be effective.
DO concentrations
have historically been depressed in the
For
wisconsin River in the winter, as well as in the summer.
example, low flow river conditions, in combination with high
point source BOD loading, caused a fish kill in the river during
the 1976-1977 winter (Consolidated Water Power Company, 1989).
Although there has been recent improvement in water quality due
to the addition of secondary treatment for upstream waste
dischargers, we have determined that nonitoring of DO
concentrations, beyond just the summer period is necessary to
ensure that the skismer weir will maintain state standards for Do
develop a plan,
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concentrations
River.

and

We recommend

to protect the fisheries in the Wisconsin
that the proposed

skimmer

weir be constructed,

at any time DO concentrations in the tailrace
approach the state standard of 5 mg/1. Because violation of DO
standards may also occur in the winter (especially during periods
of lcw river flows), as well as during periods of heavy

and operated

wastaloads in the summer, we have determined that the monitoring
program proposed by Consolidated Water will not ensure protection
of state DO standards throughout the year in the Wisconsin River.
In order to ensure the protection of water quality, Consolidated
Hater, after consultation with FWs and WDNR, should develop a
water quality monitoring plan, for Commission approval, to
measure DO concentrations and water temperatures downstream of
the project's tailrace throughout the year and to determine the
effectiveness of the proposed skimmer weir to improve low DO
concentrations to ensure the maintenance of the state standard of
5

xg/l.

results of the water quality monitoring should be
to the Commission along with comments from the
consulted agencies. If the results of the monitoring indicate
that additional measures are necessary to improve DO
concentrations downstream of the project in the Wisconsin River,
then Consolidated Water should also file for Commission approval,
recommendations
for any proposed measures needed to maintain DO
concentrations of at least 5 mg/1 in 9!e tailrace, including a
schedule far implementation of the pro,;sad measures.
Any
reCOmaendatiOne
far prapOSed meaaurea tO imprOVe dOWnetream DO
The

submitted

concentrations
and the WDRR.

should be developed

in consultation

with the

6. Wetland nrotection and wildlife manaaement:
Water proposes wildlife and land management measures
(Consolidated Water Power Company, 1989) to maintain

vws

Consolidated
and improve

the wildlife habitat value of the land associated with the
project (including over 2,130 acres of wetland habitats). These
measures include:

a. maintaining the reservoir elevation between 1,113.7 and
1,115.2 feet from June 15 to winter c .awdcvwn (January 1) each
year to protect wetlands and furbearer habitat (discussed in
Section G.3)S

b. inventorying the plant and animal species in a 146 acre
bog and consulting with agencies to determine any measures needed
"„c orotect the hogs

c.

maintaining
encroachment with

open wet meadows by subduing
mowing and herbicides

fire,

woody

plant
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d. managing timber harvest to benefit wildl'fe such as by
creating openings, managing older stands through selective
cutting, etc.; and

e.

kestrel

Prov'ding osprey nesting platforms,
and bluebird houses.

and maintaining

In addition to the recommendation for maintenance of
reservoir elevations to protect wetlands and fish and vildlife
resources, Interior has also recommended that Consolidated Water
cooperate in implementing purple loosestrife control in DuBay
Flowage, vhen appropriate, and implement the measures included in
the Mead Wildlife Area Cooperative Management plan. The wDNR has
made the same recommendations.
Purple loosestrife (Lvthrum salioariq) ie a vetland plant
introduced from Europe that has becoae widely naturalixed in
North America.
The plants may proliferate profusely in wetlands
at the expense of native wetland vegetation. Should it become
necessary to control purple loosestrife in the DuBay Flovage, and
associated vetlands, and safe control measures become available,
Consolidated Water ought to cooperate vith agencies to implement
Consolidated water stands
purple loosestrife control measures.
ready

to do so.

Consolidated Water executed the Head Wildlife cooperative
Agreeaent (Agreement) with the WDNR vhich commits
Consolidated Water to funding 50 percent of vildlife management
improvements to Consolidated Wate 's lands subject to the
The Agreement vould comit 3,668
agreement, among other things.
acres of consolidated Water and consolidated Paper's lands,
including 2,483 acres of project land (the remaining 1,185 ac es
are outside the project boundary) adjacent to the wDNR's 28,000
ane Mead Wildlife Management Area, to vildlife management (see
Figure 2, page 46). Wildlife management improvements in the
lands subject to the Agreement proposed by 'onsolidated Water
include constructing three 3-acre wildlife ponds and a 60 to 70acre impoundment to enhance vaterfovl reproductionz wetland and
upland brush control4 and implementing
other vildlife management
practices that may be agreed to in the future.

Management

We conclude that the vildlife and land manageaent
a asures
proposed by Consolidated Water vould adequately protect a )d
enhance vildl'fe resources in the project area during the term of
the license. Further, the proposed measures are in accordance
vith the North American Waterfovl Management Plan (Department of
the Interior and canadian Ministry of Environment, 1986)
Because loss and degradat'on of vaterfovl habitat is the major

1Q/

A

plan accepted by the Commission as a comprehensive
section 10(a)(2) of the FPA.

under

plan
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waterfowl aanagsasnt problem ) n North haerica, this plan
rscomaends-the aaintsnance and, vhere possible, enhancement
Consolidated Water'
vaterfowl habitats, priaarily vetlands.
proposed aanageaent measures vould result in the maintenance
enhancement

of vetlrnds in the project area.

of
and

We have previously
discussed our reccmaendations for the
license to provide for ths aaintvnance of reservoir elevations
that will protect wetlands and associated vildlife habitat (sse
section 0.3). We further recommend that tha wildlife and land
management aeasures proposed by Consolidated Water be approved
and made a part of any license issued for the project.
Implementation
of these asasures will ensure the protection and
enhancement of wetlands in the project area and will therefore
prevent any cumulative losses to vetlands in the Wisconsin River
Basin. The Coaaissicn would also retain sufficient authority,
through standard license articles included in the license, to
require Consolidated water to cooperate with the FWs and the wDNR
to control purple loosestrife in the future if necessary.
Finally, the Agreeasnt between consolidated Mater and the wDNR
has been executed, on July 15, 1990, and requires no approval or
authorization by ths Coaaission.
7. Threatened snecies nrotsction: Federally listed
threatened bald eagles (in Wisconsin) nest on and near project
lands. There ars 5 active and 2 currently inactive, bald eagle
nest sites on project lands (Figure 3, page 47) W.
Consolidated Mater proposed to continue to assist the National
audubon Society with aid-vintez efforts to survey bald eagles and
continue to maintain the established buffer zones around hald
eagle nests. per U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (undated)
guidelines, there is a primary buffer zone, vithin 330 feet, and
a secondary buffer zone, beyond 330 feet and within 660 feet,
established around each active and inactive nest site. In
addition, Consolidated Water prepared a bald eagle management and
protection plan (filed with the Commission on March 29, 1990).
Salient points of the plan include:

logging, land development, and chemical uss is
within the primary buffer zone of all known current or
foraerly used (currently inactive) nest sites;

prohibited

a.

b. maps showing priaary and secondary buffer zones
nest sites vill be provided so that logging can be avoided
in the priaary zona&
c. commercial activities in the secondary buffer zone,
on project lands, vill bs prohibited and future timber cutting
will be reviewed in contracts that v(ll specify the location of

around

gJ

Three nests vithin ths

project are

on

private land.
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these zonee and needed precautions
eagle nests;

in the zones to protect bald

d. logging on project lands will be managed so that
1,320 ft of the shoreline, 4 to 6 large trees per 320
acres will be left for eagle nesting and roosting.
e. clear cutting within 200 feet of the shore or within
secondary buffer zones will not occur, except to clear severe
blowdown or disease damaged trees;
f. annual meetings with the WDNR hald eagle survey
coordinator will be held to identify new nests which will be
subject to protection under the plan; and
warning signs will be placed at boat landings,
warning of eagle nests and prohibiting entry into primary and
secondary zones around the nest sites.

within

have reviewed Consolidated Water's bald
eagle protection plan and have indicated, by letters dated
February 20 and February 21, 1990, respectively, that the plan
would protect bald eagles and their nesting and roosting habitat
on which they depend.
The

PWS

and the

WDNR

the bald eagle protection plan and conclude
complies with the bald eagle management gr.'delines (U.S.
These guidelines include
Fish and Wildlife service, undated)
measures for protecting nesting hald eagles from disturbance by
establishing primary and secondary buffer zones around existing
bald eagle nests, restricting various degrees of human
disturbance from each buffer zone, and protecting potential nest
We

it

that

have reviewed

sites, feeding,

and

.

roosting areas.

The hald eagle protection plan would serve to protect bald
Bald
and their habitat associated with the project.
use one or more nests year after year, often alternating
in different years. The buffer zones around all known hald
nests and restriction of human disturbance from these zones

eagles
eagles
nests
eagle

Disturbances range
would protect bald eagles during nesting.
from human entry, to commercial development and chemical use.
Human

entry during the

critical period,

between arrival of adults
for example, thereby has
nest and their young,
of chemicals that are
lead based compounds,
in direct death of hald
concentrations, lead to failure of

at the neat and fledging of any young,.
resulted in bald eagles abandoning the
lowering their reproductive rate. Use
toxic to bald eagles (e.g. mercury and
organochlorine pesticides), can result
eagles or, in relatively
egg hatching.
and

low

Leaving mature trees would provide potential new nest sites
protect perch trees which hald eagles use for roosting and
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feeding. prohibiting clear cutting within 200 feet of'he
reservoir. shoreline serves to maintain and protect the bald

eagles'pen

water feeding areas.

that the hald eagle protection plan
of any license issued.
8. Future recommendations to nrotect and enhance fish and
wildlife resources in the wisconsin River Basin: Interior stated
that the WDNR and the FWS are in the process of reviewing systemwide effects of continued operation of eight hydropower projects
in the Wisconsin River Basin whose licenses will expire by the
year 1993. Based on this review, the agencies will likely
recomaend project-specific and basin-wide measures to protect and
Interior said
enhance fish and wildlife resources in the basin.
that such measures could affect the operational conditions
Interior
reccmsended for the DuBay project. Subsequently,
recoasended that the license be conditioned requiring
Consolidated Water, upon order by the Commission, to implement
recommendations
developed by the Fws to protect and enhance fish
and wildlife resources in the basin, based upon the
of system-wide effects of continued multiple hydropower
We

therefore

be approved

eccmmend

and made a p~.&

agencies'nalysis

operations.

re ognixe that future changes to fish and wildlife
management
objectives, goals, and techniques cannot be predicted
at the time of issuance of a license. herefore, to consider
these future changes, standard license articles are included in
any license to allow for future project modifies .ions. Prior to
the Commission ordering specific chanqes, as may be recommended
by the resource agencies, these standard articles allow
Consolidated Water the opportunity for a hearing.
9. Cultural resource urotection:
On October 4 ~ 1991, the staff, the Wisconsin SHPO, and the
Council, executed a Programmatic Agreement (agreement) for
handling cultural resource issues at the project, pursuant to the
Council's regulations, 36 cFR at 800. The agreement requires
Consolidated, within 12 of the date the agreement is executed, to
We

develop and implement a Cultural Resources Management plan
(CRHP) ~ and to permit the sHPO and the Council 45 days to review
the CRNP. After the SHPO and the Council have reviewed the CRMP,
Consolidated shall then file the CRNP for Commission approval,
and upon approval, shall implement the cRMp. Execution of the
agreement evidences the commission's compliance with Section 106

of the National Historic Preservation Act. We recommend that the
agreement be approved in any new license that is issued for the
The agreement requires that the CRMP include the
DuBay Project.
fol1owing elements.
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a.

sites.

In consultation with the sHPo,
a management plan for
protecting h$ storic properties along the reservoir shoreline,
including:
(a) techniques to be used to stabilize the shoreline
and presazve the ll identified sitess (b) mitigative measures if
stabilization techniques result in an effect to an historic
property; (c) a schedule for shoreline stabilization of the
identified sites, baaed on the severity of the impacts at each
site; and (d) annual monitoring by Consolidated personnel, who
are familiar with the archaeology of the reservoir shoreline, to
evaluate cne success of shoreline stabilization techniques or
other treatment alternatives, and to record any newly exposed
sites; and (e) provision for consulting with the SHPO, concerning
shoreline stabilization or other treatment alternatives at newly
recorded sites and at sites where shoreline stabilization or
other treatment alternatives have failed, within 90 days of
discovering a site or a treatment failure at a site. In-place
preservation is preferred, but if Consolidated, in consultation
with the SHPO, determines that this is not possible, Consolidated
would develop and implement a Data Recovezy Plan (DRP), that
would specify at a minimum:
the properties where data recovery
is to be conducted; the research questions to be addressed
through data recovery and an explanation of theiz'elevance,
importance, and data requirements; the methods to be used, with
an explanation of their relevance and relationship to the
research questionsl the methods to be used in data analysis,
the proposed costs for data
and dissemination;
management,
recovery, data analysis, and report preparation: the proposed
and completion of field wo -k,
schedule for the implementation
data analysis, and report preparationz and a description of how
the final report will be mals available to the professional
archaeological community and the public.
shoreline

Consolidated

would develop

and implement

sites. C'onsolidated would develop a plan for
evaluating, documenting or salvaging, as appropriate,
archaeological sites 47-PT-15, -16, -32, -113, and -122, that
v re inundated by the Project reservoir; and would implement this
plan at such time as the opportunity to do so is afforded by the
sites'xposure ~&rough devatering.
b.

Inundated

c.

Unsurveved

surveying,

implement

a plan

lands.

Consolidated

to identify, evaluate,

would develop and
and manage historic

activities
and landwlearing
properties where ground-disturbing
facilities, timbering, and
(e.g., the development of recreational
other land management practices) are proposed wit.sin the Project
boundaries.
The plan would include:
(a) a description of the
methods for identii'ying,
evaluating, and managing the properties:
and (b) a schedule for completing these tasks before beginning
ground-disturbing
and land-clearing activities.
d. Land-use man. consozidated would develop a land-use map
of the project which clearly ~lets: (a) current and proposed
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land uses1 (b) locations and eligibility status of historic
properties, including any standing structures, buildings, or
bridgesf (c) the Project boundariest and (d) areas that have been
surveyed.
The map would be updated as data on properties become
available pursuant to any activities covered under this
Programmatic Agreement.
An updated version of the map would be
filed with the Commission and the SHPO within 30 days of any

changes.

e.

Accidental

discoveries.

If

previously

unidentified

historic properties are discovered during land-clearing o
ground-disturbing
activities within the Project ~ndary,
consolidated would immediately alert the commission and the sHpo
to the discovery and ensure that al.l work that may affect the
property is halted until the requirements of 36 CFR 800.11 have
bean satisfied.
Consolidated would consult with the SHpO to
assess the National Register eligibility of the discovery and the
effect, and to design a plan for avoiding or mitigating adverse
effects upon the discovery. Consolidated would be responsible
for ensuring that work crews are informed of the requirement to
identify, report, and protect any such finds.
f. General orovisions. All survey strategies and DRPs
would be developed and implemented
in consultation with the SHPO,
and upon completion, would be reviewed by the sHp0. consolidated
would conduct all surveys and implement all DRPs consistent with

guidelines published by the State of Wisconsin,
of the Interior, and the Council. The agreement would
include provisions for handling objections to specific provisions
in the CRNP; amending or terminating the agreement; preparing and
distributing archaeological reports and annual summary reports,
while limiting access to sensitive archaeological data; disposing
of human remains and grave-associated artifactst and for ensuring
that all historic preservation work is carried out by or under
the direct supervision of a person or persons meeting the
Secretary of the Interior's "Professional Oualifications
appropriate
Department

Standards."
10. Aesthetic resources manacement: The WDNR suggests that
aesthetic resources on project lands should be protected by an
aesthetics management plan, which could include classifying
project lands according to the guidelines listed in chapter 11,
Aesthetic Nanagement, of the WDNR's Silvicultural and porest
Aesthetics Handbook. The WDNR also suggests that this handbook
could serve as a model for the management of project-related
aesthetic resources. The WDWR is especially concerned with the
possible clear-cutting of timber on the east side of Dubay
Plowage, which could make state Highway 51 traffic visible from
the water.
Consolidated Water acknowledges the availability of the
WDNR's aesthetics management
handbook, and has incorporated
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specific guidelines and activities to protect and maintain
aesthetic values in its propose" land sanageuent and erosion
control plans. In response to the WDNR's concern about the
potential visual inpacts that could result froa consolidated
water's tinber clear-cutting activities, Consolidated Mater notes
that State Highway 51 traffic is presently visible fron the water
Consolidated Water
because of several bridges and causeways.
further states that its plans call for only very linited and
occasional use of clear-cutting in snail areas where necessary
for sanitation purposes or to further aesthetic objectives along
the shoreline.

the
Zn a related consent in its action to intervene,
Property Owners states that it believes the option to clear-cut
tiaber should not be availab~e to Consolidatvd Water within
buffer zones of 200 feet fros the ordinary high water sark of the
flowage. The Property Owners also states in its intervention
notion that it feels Consolidated Water should provide aors
definitive plans to protect the shore of the flowage froa
erosion. In other coasents froa the Property Owners,
Consolidated Mater is specifically requested to riprap all
eroding shoreline lands currently owned by Consolidated Water,
and to provide assistance to neighboring Property owners zLeubers
in stabilizing shoreline erosion probleus on their property.
(and the liaitations
The shoreline buffer zone prescriptions
placed on tiaber harvesting within those buffer zones) that are
included in Consolidated water's proposed land uanageuent plan
are generally consistent with the property owners'oncerns,
however Consolidated Water does not specify t3 e flowage's
ordinary high water nark as the control for neasuring the width
of the zones. also, Consolidated Water proposed to naintain a
ainiuuu 100-foot-wide visual buffer for lands designated for
general recreation use, and to pernit ainisuu openings in
shoreline vegetation where future recreational facility
developsent requires construction closer to the shoreline than
the prescribed 100-foot zLiniuus setback distance.
and
Consolidated Water responds to Property Owners'oncerns
requests regarding the stabilization of eroding shorelines in
Consolidated Water's proposed ECP. The plan, discussed above in
section G.2, calls for placenent of riprap at the hase of eroding
banks to protect against wave action and ice dasage, and for
revegetation of upper portions of these banks. Consolidated
Water states in the plan that by cooperating with adjoining
landowners, as proposed, the chances of obtaining consistent and
attractive results in the treatsent of their coaaon shoreline
erosion probleas would increase. Consolidated Water further
states that it has not included actively eroding island
shorelines in its control plans because the logistics and costs
of gaining access to and working on the islands are prohibitive,
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and because the benefits
would be minimal.

to recreation

and flowage

aesthetics

In response to further comments from the Property Owners,
Consolidated Water proposed additional measures to protect
aesthetic resources. These measures include: (1) limiting the
placement of riprap to the toe of slopes, whenever practical, and
using locally available native stone; (2) avoiding extensive
unbroken stretches of riprap, and pursuing more imaginative
combinations of regrading, revegetation, and rock works (3)
retaining existing vc;getation wherever possible; and (6), in
connection with proposed work at the Old Highway 51 access site.
attempting to bury or mix the existing unsightly concrete slabs
with new riprap mater. al to achieve a more pleasing and usable
shoreline surface.

the following additional provisions, we conclude that
Consolidated Water's proposed land management and erosion control
plans would effectively preserve and improve the protect area's
aesthetic values. First, Consolidated Water should regularly
consult With the WNR and refer to the WDNR's aesthetics
management handbook for further advice and assistance on how to
correctly implement the aesthetic guidelines in its land
management plan.
Second, prescribed visual buffer xones along
the flowage shoreline should be measured from elevation 1,116.2
fest, which Consolidated Water, the WNR, and the FWS agree
shou).d be the maximum elevation allowed in the flowage; and
prescribed buffers along project area roadways should be measured
Third, the managed
from the edge of the roads'ights-of-way.
should include a
management
plan
the
land
open space category of
guideline for aesthetically maintaining consolidated water'
existing transmission line corridor. The guideline should
emphasixe the use of selective right-of-way vegetation clearing
methods to eliminate or reduce extended views of the line and to
retain an effective visual buffer. 'ourth, screening negative
visual features is e specific aesthetic activity that
Consolidated Water proposed to undertake as a part of its land
Accordingly, the wording of this planned
management plan.
activity should be revised to reflect Consolidated Water'
intention to take action to implement the proposed measure, and
should specify the procedures required to carry out the screening
Finally, Consolidated Water should consider extending
program.
its shoreline stabilixation efforts to any eroding island
shorelines that are located in close proximity to areas
identified as scenic shorelines on figure 6-2 of the license
application, and are within the viewshed of critical viewpoints
With

shown

on

We

this figure.
recommend that

Consolidated

the Commission
management

license issued should require
a compliance report with
Water's land
Consolidated
to ensure that
erosion control practices are consistent with the

Water

and

any

to periodically file
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objectives, guidelines,

plans.

and

activities described in the

proposed

ll. Pronosed recreation nlan: Consolidated Water, in ite
recreation plan for the DuBay project, has proposed recreational
improvements
in the project area (see Table 1, page 16). These
improvements
include rehabilitating existing boat launch ramps,
constructing new boat launch ramps, improving the canoe portage
at the DuBay dam, expanding exis=ing parking facilities, and
providing nev parking facilities. consolidated water'
recreation plan is designed to accommodate recreation demand to
the year 2000, and also reserves lands for future recreational
development.

In ita motion to intervene dated January 24, 1990, the
Property Ovners states that consolidated water's proposed
access/recreational projects are excessive. Further, Property
Owners states that the site selection for the proposed Marathon
County Park on Wambold Drive is poor due to the proximity to a
residential neighborhood and hazardous shallow water areas in the
immediate

vicinity of the site.

Consolidated
In response to the property Ovners'oncern,
states that it developed its recreation plan in
consultation vith the VDNR and local park and recreation
authorities. The agencies consulted have approvea the recreation
plan. Also, consolidated Water states that there are four
potential sites reserved for future park development and any
Plans for the development of the Marathon County Park vould be
made in consultation
vith the Marathon county park commission.

Water

Regarding property ovners'oncern with the hazardous
shallov water areas in the vicinity of the site, Consolidated
Water states that the downstream segment of the shoreline at that
location provides adequate boating access and shallow areas have
Beach safety
the Potential for Providing beach developaent.
vould be fa ilitated if the proposed site vould be utilized as a
~'sty park.
The WONR and the PWS, in letters dated January 23 and March
5, 1990, respectively, concur vith all proposed recreational
facilities identified in volume III, section E-ST of Consolidated
Water's application, to accommodate recreational demand to the
year 2000.
we

conclude that the proposed

recreation plan

wou d

enhance

the recreational resources of the DuBay plowage by:
(1) dispersing current recreation use patterns; (2) alleviating
the over use at existing recreation facilities3 ana
(3) accommodating recreation demand to the year 2000. In
addition, the proposed improvements to recreational boating
fa.i..ities (boat launch ramps,; parking facilities3 canoe
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portage) would serve to improve recreational boating on the
Wisconsin River, thereby averting adverse cumulative impacts on
this resource. Therefore, we recommend that Conso))dated Water
should implement its proposed recreation plan for the DuBay
Project. Also, the recreation plan should incorporate those
recreation-related clarifications resulting froa Consolidated
Water's response to our request for additional inforaation and
filed with the Commission on Harch 28, 1990.
H.

BHVZRDHHBWTAL

IHPACTS

1. Assessment of impacts expected froa Consolidated Water'
proposed project (P), with Consolidated Water's proposed
enhanceaent and any conditions set by a federal land management
agencys the proposed project with any additional enhanceaent
by the staff (Ps)s and any reasonable action
considered (h)
Assessaent symbols indicate the

recomaended

alternative
following

0

None;

h = Adverse;

1 ~ Hinors
B Beneficial;

Resource

y. Geolocv-soils
b. Streauflow

c. Water

.

impact levels

P

Zap

ps

ct

2BL 2BL

Temnerature
oxvaen

Turbidity and
sedimentation

1BL 1BL

d. Pisheries:

e.

I
/

3 ~ Hajor;
S = Short-term.

Resource

f. Wildlife
Cultural:

Mistorical
h. Visual.oualitv
Recreation

I p

1BL

impact
Ps ~h

1BL
I

2BL
2BL

2BL 2BL
2BL

Land use

Anadromous

Resident

Hoderate;

L ~ Long-terat

Archaeolocical

quality:

Dissolved

h

2

k. Socioeconomics

Veaetatxon
Remarks:

a. Implementation of the ECP would ensure enduring
protection of eroding and potentially eroding reservoir.
shorelines resulting in long t ra beneficial impacts.
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Consolidated Water's proposals to control runoff, revegetate
disturbed areas, and schedule boat launch construction work
during drawdown periods would niniuiae erosion and sediuent
runoff during construction of recreation iuprovesents.
The
staff's additional reccuuendations in connection with these plans
would not appreciably change the enhanceuent rating.

c. Nonitoring DO and installing and operating a skinner
weir, if DO concentrations approach state standards, would
iaprove DO concentrations in the Wisconsin River downstreau of
the project's dan. The staff's additional reccaaendations for
uaintennace would further enhance water guality.

DO

d. Stable or gradually increasing water surface elevations,
1,115.2 an4 1,116.2 feet, during the period of April 10
to Nay 10, would iaprove northern pike spawning and recruituent.
f. Iuplesenting wildlife and land nanageuent practices on
project lands would serve to enhance and protect wildlife and

between

waterfowl

habitat.

The National Register eligible archaeological sites along
the reservoir shoreline, as well as any other National Pegister
eligible priperties discovered after licensing, would be protected under a Prograusatic Agreeuent executed by t.Ne staff, the
Wisconsin SHPO, and the Council.
h. Iupleuentation of Consolidated Water's land uanageuent
plan and erosion control plan would ensure the long-tern preservation and enhanceuent of project-related aesthetic resource
values. The staff's additional aesthetic recosaendations in
connection with these plans would not appreciably change the
iupact assessuent rating.
Iupleuentation of the proposed recreation plan would
enhance the recreational resources of the Wisconsin River Basin.
2. Ispacts of the no-action alternative.

i.

Under

the no-action alternative,

the project would continue

to operate as it has in the past. There would be no construction
or changes to the existing iupacts to the physical, biological,
or cultural couponents of the area.

I

~

RECONWBWDBD

~

Proposed
and

RJTERWATIVW

project (including proposed, reguired,

recwsended

environsantal

Action alternative.

ueasures).
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No

action.

1. Reason(s) for selecting the preferred alternativeSections 4(e) and
coaprehensive developaent of the vatervay:
10(a) (1) of the Act, 16 U.S.C. 9797(e) and 9803(a) (1), respectively, require the Coaaission to give equal consideration to a 1
uses of the waterway on vhich a project is located. When the
Coxeission reviews a proposed project, the recreational, fish and
wildlife, and other nondevelopaental values of the involved
waterway are considered equally with power and other developaentel values. In deteraining whether, and under vhat conditions, a
hydroyover license should be issued, the Coaaission aust weigh
the various econoaic and environaental tradeoffs involve& in the
decision.

reasonable action alternative to the yroposed project has
identified for assessaent (see section C.4, page 4). Based
on our independent review and evaluation of the proposed project
and the nc-action alternative,
ve have selected the proposed
project, vith additional staff-recoaaended enhanceaent aeasures,
as the preferred option. We recoaaend this option because the
net benefits of the project outveigh the consequences associated
with taking no action.
An
The proposed project vould provide a nuaber of benefits.
estiaated 43.6 GWh of relatively low-cost electricity, currently
worth about Sl.600,000 12/, would be generated annually froa a
clean, doaestic, reliable, and renewable energy resource for use
by Consolidated Water's custoaers 13/. Establishing
prescribed reservoir elevations would have positive, long-tera
ixpacts on water quality, wildlife and fisheries habitat,
aesthetics, recreational values, and would be consistent with
fisheries aanageaent goals established for the reservoir.
Eonitoring northern pike in the DuBay Flovage vould assure that
aaintenance of spring tine reservoir elevations has the desired
effect or may uncover the need for further enhanceaent aeasures.
DO aonitoring
and installation of a skiaaer weir if DO
concentrations fall below the state standard of 5.0 ag/1 would
No

been

at 36 aills/kWh.
The electricity potentially generated by the proposed
~3
project is equivalent tc the energy that vould be produced by
burning 73,524 barrels of oil or 18,197 tons of coal annually in
Coal-fired, stean-electric power
a steaa-electric power plant.
plants, goneratirg the aaount of energy equivalent to that which
would be generated by the proposed project, would produce about
9.81 tons of sulfur dioxide and 50,881 tons of carbon dioxide
annually. Sulfur dioxide is considered to be a prise contributor
to acid rain and carbon dioxide is considered to be a priae
contributor to global warning.
~2

43.6

GWh
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protect and enhance the water quality of the wisconsin River
dovnstream from the project. Implementation
of the erosion
control plan would help maintain water quality in the Duhay
Plowage and protect aesthetic and cultural resour.-,s at the
project. The Cooperative Wildlife Hanageaent Agreement between
Consolidated Water and WDNR an4 implementation of wildlife and
wetland management practices on project lands would serve to
enhance and protect wildlife and waterfowl habitat.
Implementation
of the bald eagle management plan would help
protect this federally listed threatened species and could
contribute towards its recovery. Implementation of a
Programmatic Agreement among the staff, the Wisconsin SBEC, and
the Council wouM protect properties listed on or eligible for
listing on the National Register of Historic Places. Pinally,
the implementation of the recreational plan for the project would
provide for the recreational needs of the project area.
The project's costs would be: (1) to operate and maintain
the entire hydropcwer complex; (2) to implement erosion control
measures: (3) to install staff gages to allow public monitoring
of reservoir elevations; (4) to monitor northern pike populations; (5) to monitor DO concentrations and to install and
operate a skismer weir (812,500 for the skinner weir and about
83,890 annually for its operation and water quality monitoring);
(6) to implement wildl)fe and wetlan4 management practices; (7)
to implement a bald eagle management plan; (8) to implement a
cultural resources protection plan; and (9) various minor, shortimpacts (after enhancement)
and long-term adverse environmental
to soils, water quality, vegetation, wildlife, and aesthetic
conditions.
of the estimated costs
We analyzed the economic feasibility
associated with Consolidated Waters'roposed enhancement measures for the overall project (see se"tion C.2, page 3). Consolidated Water states the annual value of energy from the existing
project to be 36 mills per kwh and the current annual costs to be
27.6 mills per kWh. At an average annual generation of about
63.6 Gwh, the project would have a net economic benefit of about
8.6 mills per kwh or about 8376,960 annually less expensive than
We have also
power from regional fossil-fuel generating plants.
determined that our recommendation to stabilize or gradually
increase water surface elevations, during the period of April 10
to Hay 10 in order to improve pike spawning and recruitment,
would not significantly
affect the project's power generation.
The above economic analysis results do not include the costs
associated however, with our recosmendatior:.- to: (1) monitor
northern pike populations7
(2) require reservation of authority
for fish passage facilities and future fish and wildlife enhancement neasures; and (3) provide cultural resources protection
%casu'res.
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Water level fluctuatio.is may have a direct and adverse
impact on the spawning success and ecruitment of northern pike
in the project area. Consolidated Water should monitor the
effectiveness of protective measures, including the evaluatio:.i of
on northern pike spawning,
maintaining stable pool elevation
The cost of this
recruitment, population structure, and habitat.
measure is expected to be negligible in relation to the hydropower generation by the project and the beneficial effect on the

fisherres.

it is not possible at this time to foresee future
to project operations or other enhancement measures that
may become necessary to protect the fishery and wildlife resources at the project, it is also not possible to estimate the costs
of these measures. Mcwever, prior to the Commission ordering
specific changes to project operations or other measures as may
be reccmmende4 by resource agencies, Consolidated Water would be
At such a hearing, any costs
provided opportunity for a hearing.
associated with the change affecting the economic viability of
the project could be presented and considered.
2. Unavoidable adverse impacts of the recommended alternaSince

changes

tive.

Short-tera impacts that would be caused by the proposed
project include minor amounts of erosion and sedimentation
associated with recreational facility construction.

J

COMSISTEMCY WZTR 'PIER AMD WIIBZ,IFE ASEMCY RECOMNESDATIOMS

Pursuant to section 10(j) of the Act, this EA addresses the
concerns of the federal and state fish and wildlife agencies and
consistent with those agencies.
makes recommendations
X

COMCIAlSIOM

Mo Significant
Impact. Approval of the recomalternative (section I, page 40) would not constitute a
major federal action significantly affecting the cluality of the
human environment(
therefore, an environmental impact statement
(EIS) will not be prepared.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Water Power Company
On June 29, 1989, Consolidat»d
(Consolidated Water) applied to the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) for a new license for its existing 7.2-megawatt
(Nw) DuBay water power project FERc No. 1953. The DuBay project
is on the Wisconsin River near the junction of the Wiscors':.,
Little Eau Claire, and Little Eau Plains Rive s, near the
townships of Nosinee and Stevens Point in Narathon, Portage,
and Wood Counties, Wisconsin.

Consolidated Water does rot propose any modifications or
The primary
additions- to the existing str4ctures or powerhouse.
purposes of the existing development are generation of
electricity and flood control. The existing project generates

43.6 gigawatthours (Gwh) of energy each year.
project consists cf the following: (1) a 730-foot-long

approximately
Tha

concrete gravity dam, having 3 non-overflow sections; a spillway
section with 11 Taintor gates and an intake varying in height
from 20 feet to 38 feet; a 7,900-foot-long earthen dike section
on the west abutment; and a short earthen dike section on the
east abutment; (2) a reservoir with a surface area of about 7,800
acres, a storage capacity of about 128,000 acre-feet, and a
normal water surface elevation of 1,116.2 feet mean sea level
(msl); (3) a powerhouse, with an integral intake, with four
generating units having a total installed capacity of 7,200
kilowatts (Kw) 4 (4) a substation with three single-phase OA/FAtype, 2,500-kilovoltampere (kVA) oil-filled 4.14/46-kV
transformers; (5) a 21-mile-long, 46-kV transmission line: and
(6) appurtenant facilities. Consolidated Water does not propose
any changes to the existing project works.

of Licensable Transmission Facilities
The existing 7.2-NW DuBay Project comprises part of
Consolidated Water's 44.7 NW of hydroelectric generating
capacity. The power generated on Consolidated Water's system
supplies about 30 percent of the load reguirements of its parent
company, Consolidated Papers, Inc (Consolidated Paper) ~ and
some 1,000 other retail customers in the town of Biron,
Wisconsin.
Power to serve the remaining load is purchased

petermination

from Wisconsin

Public Service

Company

(WPS)

.

project includes four generating units. Three units are
Electric synchronous generators, rated 2.0 NW each at
4.16-kV and 0.8 power factor direct-connected to vertical fixedblade propeller turbines manufactured by James Leffel 6 Company,
each with a rating of 3,000 hp at 150 rpm, a hydraulic capacity
of 1,250 cfs at total head of 25 feet. The fourth General
The

General
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Electric synchronous generator is rated 1.2 NW and is connected
to a 1,680 hp turbine operating at 200 rpm, a hydraulic capacity
of 750 cfs and a total head of 25 feet. The total hydraulic
capacity of the turbines is 4,500 cfs. The generators are
connected to a common 4.16-Kv powerhouse bus by a cable to the
The
substation adjacent to the west end of the powerhouse.
substation contains a hank of three single-phase, 2,500-KVA
plus a fourth
OA/FA, 4.16/46-kV, oil-filled step-up transformers,
connects
this
46-kV
line
overhead
21-mile,
spare unit. A
substation with consolidated water's 46-kv distribution rystem at
Biron Dam, where the DuBay Project power cosmingles with other
power flows in the system, thereby marking the boundary of
project primary electrical facilities.
The license for Project 1953 should include: (1) three
General Electric synchronous generators, each rated 2.0 HW at
0.8 pcwer factor and 4.16-kV terminal voltage; (2) three Leffel
vertical-axis hydraulic turbine rated 3,000 hp at 25 feet head,
at 150 rpm; (3) synchronous generator rated 1.2 Ww at 0.8 power
factor and 4.16-kV terminal voltage; (4) a Leffel vertical-axis
hydraulic turbine rated 1,680 hp at 25 feet head, 750 cfs
hydraulic capacity, and 200 rpm; (5) the 4.16-kV generator leads:
the 4.16-kv powerhouse bus: (7) thr 4.16-kv underground cable to
the substation adjacent to the powerhouse; (8) the bank of three
single-phase, ".500-KVA OA/FA, 4.16/46-kV oil-filled step-up
transformers; (9) the 21-mile, 46-kV overhead transmission line
connecting the project substation to Consolidated Water's 46-kV
distribution system at Biron dam; an& (10) appurtenant switching,
control, protect-'on,

and

station service apparatus.

PROJECT SAFETY

on Nay 22, 1989, our regional office staff inspected the dam
other project works. There were no dam safety deficiencies
that reguired any immediate remedial action. Consolidated Water
has improved the drainage characteristics at the downstream toe
of the right embankment by constructing lateral ditches to drain
the area.
Water submitted a preliminary
On June 29, 1989, Consolidated
supporting design report for the dam. The dam safety analyses
included stability analyses for conditions of normal operation,
normal operation with ice load, seismic load, and probabls
analyses and
We conducted our own stability
maximum flood.
dam is safe.
that
the
water's
finding
concur with consolidated
and

Consolidated Water also conducted a dambreak analyses to
determine the water surface levels downst cam of the dam in the
event of a dam breach. The dambreak analyses included flows up
to the probable maximum flood discharge which is estimated to be
about 250,000 cubic feat per second (cfs).
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The river would have to be at flood stage long before a
breach .caused by overtopping the earth embankments could occur.
Therefore, the project would only be required to safely pass the
standard project flood (SPF) discharge, which is estimated by the
Corps of Engineers to be about 150,000 cfs. The project's gated
spillway would be able to pass about 195,000 cfs, or about 78
percent of the PMP peak flow.
WATER RESOURCE PLANNING

In 1941, the Public Service Commission of Wisconsin issued a
permit to Consolidated Water to construct, operate, and am (ntain
the DuEay Project dam on the Wisconsin River. Its primary
purposes were generation of electricity and flood control.
The drainage area at the project site is 4,822 square miles.
reservoir has a normal maximum pool elevation of 1,116.2 feet
msl, an area of about 7,800 acres, and an active storage volume
of about 47,300 acre-feet. The river flow data were developed
based on the flow records from the USGS Gaging Station No.
05395000, located 35 miles upstream at Merrill, Wisconsin, and
the flow records from the USGS Gaging Station No. 05400760,
located 25 males downstream at wisconsin Rapids. The estimated
average stream flow at the site is about 4,055 cfs.
The project is operated in both peaking and run-of-river
Whenever the inflow
modes with no minimum flow requirements.
exceeds approximately 4,300 cfs the project is operated in a runof-river mode, in which the project is operated at full capacity
When the inflow is less than
and the excess water is spilled.
the hydraulic capacity of the turbines, the plant is operated in
a peaking mode, in which the inflow is stored and released at the
full hydraulic capacity of the powerplant during daily periods 'of
highest power value. During peaking operation, there are periods
in which there are no releases from the powerhouse or spillway.
There are no rinimum flow requirements.
The peaking operation
will not affect the tailwater since the tailwater elevation is
equal to the headwater elevation of the downstream dam. There
have been no minimum flow requirements below the project because
there is no river and only a reservoi.r immediately downstream.
There would be no changes from the present hydropower operations.
The existing project has an installed capacity of 7.2
megawatts and a hydraulic capacity of about 4,300 cfs. The
average annual energy generation is about 43.6 GWh. The annual
plant factor is about 70 percent and the dependable capacity is

The

approximately

3.4

MW.

Consolidated Water evaluated the potential .or upgrading or
the Dubay project. They considered ll) replacing the

expanding
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and upgrading the generators and (2) increasing the
capacity by adding a new unit to the existing project with a
capacity ranging from about 2.2 to about S.S HW. In all,
consolidated water evaluated 5 alternative scenarios to increase
the project power production.
Consolidated Mater evaluated the modifications to the
project based on the value of the power to off-load power
purchases from WPSCo and based on selling the projai power to
WpSCo at WpSCo's full avoided cost. Consolidated Water estimates
the levelised value of the project generation used to displace
its power purchases from WPSCo to be about 37.4 mills/kWh for
It
peaking energy and about 32.6 mills/kwh for off-peak energy.
estimates the levelised value of the project generation, based on
the avoided cost of WPSCo's generation, to be about 43 mills/kWh
for on-peak energy and about 25 mills/kwh for off-peak energy.
These values are close to the levelised non-peaking energy value
we calculated for the midwestern
region of about 37 mills for a
project coming on line in 1990.
Consolidated water calculated that the cost of the 5
alternative scenarios would range from about 49 mills/kwh to
about 250 mills/kWh for the incremental energy that would be
produced.
Therefore, in reaming the project generation by
replacing the turbine runners and upgrading the generators, vr by
adding additional generating units, would not be economically
beneficial under currently projected economic conditions.

runners

We conclude that the existing DuBay Hydroelectric
Project
fully develops the c:;=rently Projected economical hydroelectric
potential of the waterpower resource.
Section 10(l)(2) of the Act reguires the Commission to
consider the extent to which a project is consistent with federal
or stat comprehensive plans for improving, developing, or
conserving a waterway or waterways affected by the project. We
identified 34 comprehensive plans that meet the reguirements of
section 10(a)(2) 1 however, none address various resources in
Wisconsin in re1ation to engineering considerations of
hydroelectric development of the site.
The state and federal agencies made no other comments or
recommendations
addressing flood control, navigation, or
irrigation requirements for the Wisconsin River. Tl:~re are no
competing applications for the site currently pending before the

Commission.

We evaluated
the effects of increasing the minimum reservoir
elevation of the project from 1113.7 i'eet wean sea level (msl) to
1115.2 msl, for the months of Nay and June, as discussed in the
Me conclude that such an increase in
Environmental Assessment.
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the reservoir elevation would not have a significant
the proja 't's power generation.

impac

on

of agency and public comments filed
analyses, we conclude
and cur independent

in this
that from a
power development perspective, the DuBay Hydroelectric project is
best adapted to the comprehensive development of the Wisconsin
From a review

proceeding,

River.

Section 10(alt2) tC)s Conservation Efforts
Consolidated water's electricity consumption efficiency
program has been primarily oriented toward its parent company,
Consolidated Papers, Inc. (Consolidated Paper), a pulp and paper
manufacturing
company that consumes about 98.8 percent of
Consolidated Water's net energy production.
It is therefore
appropriate to weigh Consolidated Water's project-related energy
conservation program from the perspective of Consolidated Paper.
Consolidated Paper's activities in the area of conservation
constitute an ongoing, comprehensive, and closely monitored
program that has, since the Arab oil embargo, reduced its energy
consumption per unit of production to 54 percent of the paper
industry's pre-embargo average. Administrative responsibility
for the program extends from energy coordinators and energy
committees at each pulp and paper mill up to top-level
management.

industry is both highly
The pulp and paper-products
competitive and energy-intensive.
Energy consumption efficiency
is a most important factor in Consolidated Paper's ability to
survive and sake a profit at the market place. As a result,
Consolidated Paper has developed a very successful and very
comprehensive energy conservation and load management program.

of pushing such a piogram to the limits of
the incentives to do so, are obvious.
All of its staff and hourly employees are encouraged to
identify means of saving energy. Some typical energy-savings
measures have included installation of more efficient lighting,
motors, and other machinery; shutting down equipment between
production runs and reducing lightinq levels where safety

The

financial

rewards

cost-effectiveness,

and

permits; recycling of, or heat recovery from, waste hot water or
hot air; lowering process temperatures and air and steam
pressures to the lowest tolerable levelst improving or replacing
process controls to function more precisely with less .oss of
energyl and having more frequent inspections to ensure that all
energy systems are functioning properly.
Energy consumption data, usually based on BTi/ton
is reported monthly for each of 1S operating

product,

of paper
units, or
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"divisions", whether they comprise an office building or paper
mill, as well as for the cc "~ration as a whole. These reports
are reviewed by top management with prompt follow-up on any
detected decreases in efficien,".y or deficiencies in the enargysaving program.

As a service to Consolidated paper's 4,500 employees and
consolidated water's 1,000 retail customers, an energy handbook,
titled "Pnergy 1'ips from Consolidated Papers, Inc." was prepared
to aid in energy savings at home and on the road. Over 22,000
capias of the ha&Jmk have been distributed to employees,
customers, civic groups and business groups.

After reviewing

the energy conservation program, we conclude
Water and Consolidated Paper have complied, in an
acceptable manner, with the end-use electricity-consumptionefficiency objectives of the Electric Consumers Protection Act of

Consolidated

1986.

EXHIBITS
We conclude the following
parts of exhibit A and the followexhibit
P
drawings
conform
ing
to the Commission's rules and
regulations and should be included in any license issued:
Exhibit A - The following sections of exhibit A filed

June 29, 1989.

The

description

of the principal structures of the project

including the spillway,
A-l through A-6.

Exhibit
F-1

powerhouse,

FERC No.

Showina

1953-1
1953-2

General

on pages

Project Plan

F-3

1953-3

Plan, Elevation, and
Sections of Dam and
Spillway
Plan and Section of

P-4

1953-4

Plan and Elevation of

PRE PARP~

Charlene Scott, Civil Engineer
C. Prank Miller, Electrical Engineer
Mary Golato, Editor
M.

and turbines

Powerhouse

Substation

and Single

Line Schematic
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